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changes.
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ready market for country produce; a choice
before the Subscriber's name will denote stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st.
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z Z signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
rpE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store;
JL a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eighth street.
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1'VUURSEMA J. A CO., Dealersin Dry Goods, Beans, f baahel ............ - ..... 1
LJ Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps, Butter, $)1b ....... ............

my

.....

Clover seed, $1 bushel .............
Eggs.f dozen.. ...... .........
rTMt ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods, Honey,
my. * lb ..... :. .......... ...... 18
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey- Bar, N ton.
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Oqions,
)} bushel ..
to
Potatoes. ^ bushel.
YT'AN PUTTEN G. A CO„ General Dealers, in Timothy Seed, bushel.
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Wool,
.............
Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
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Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.

V

ITAN LANDEGEND A

MELIS, Dealers In
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Implements; Eighth streets

V

Taken Effect,Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.
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Ferrysburg
Grand Haven
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11
85
15

Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

25

South.
No. 1

HwituM

J. W. Minubkhout, Proprietor.
Built in 1878; Furnished inelegant style, and
a first-class hotel throughout.

\J

PHOENIX HOTEL. J. MoVicsr Proprietor:

X

opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.

A ALBERTI,

[Corrected by the

''
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UUU.y

.A..... @$190
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@

T'vIJREMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair-

U

8 00
8 50
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pLIEMAN, J., Wagon

40
18
55
12
00

9 50

and Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pons. Cash paid for Fnra.

r

11 15
11 45
1 15

Eirobaii Tailor*'

Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnishing Goods.

D

W., Merchant Tailor. ’ Cloth pnrehased elsewhere, will be cut to order. Renaltfng
promptly attended to. River street.

V

'OWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
otary Public

"VfcBRIDE, G.

5

Xiat Kartell.

River street

“

Law and Solid*
Ifl tor In Chancer
* ' —
Chancery; office' with
M. D. Howabd, cor. Eighth %nd1 River itreeta.

VJ

W., Attorney at

J. Counaeleorat Law and Solicitor at
Chancery. Office, In Dr. Powers building.

Street

pUTKAU W., New
X3 Eighth and Fish

civil

feet

by the dredges,

sages constantly on

hand.

4

An

TT’LEYS.P., First Ward Meat Market; best of
J\. Meats always on hand. Eighth street '
i

Feathers! Feathers!
Prime Live Geese Feathers at
H. MEYER & CO.

The advertiser, having been permanently cured of that dread disease, Consumption. by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
known to his fellow sufferersthe means of
cure. To all who desire it, he will send a
copy of the prescriptionused, (free of
charge), with the directions for preparing
and uslnrthe same, which they will find
a sure Cure for Consumption, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Ac. Parlies whishingthe prescription will please
/
Rev. E. A. WILSON,
94 Penn St., Williamsburgh,N. Y.

address

Walsh,-. Holland,

WALL PAPER

,

H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
ITISSCHER A., Attorney at Law, Notary Pub- and twine; 8th street.
He and Conveyancer.Kenyon’s building.
Corner of Eighth and River street.
Xun&etorlii,Kill*, Shop*, Ito.

TEEMING, W. H., Manufactnrerof Plows, By
improved machinery is enabled to sell the
regular
Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, et
13INNEKANT. J., Proprietress of the Pioneer
lower
prices than any surroundingtown. Plow
AA Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.

U

points ground to order. 10th streetwest of River st.

TTEALD, R.K.,

luUi|

ill IXflkRfl.

Manufacturer of andDealerin
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines ; oor. 10th A Rivet; street.

LX

pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

L

Proprietors

of Bugger MUle: (Steam Saw and Floor
Mills.) nearTootof 8th street

At

Erron

of

Youth.

A gentleman who sufferedfor years
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
and all the effects of youthful .indiscretion
will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
send free to all who need it, the recipe and
direction for making the simple remedy
by which he was cured. Suffererswishing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
can do so by -addressing in perfect confidence,
JOHN

B. OGDEN,
42 Cedar at, New York,

River streets.

y ERBEEK, H. W.. A

*

CO., Proprietors of the
All umia of bnlldGrand molds prices.
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eighteen-foot vessel could go to sea

by

the South Pass.— Afafl Orleans Bulletin.

Gen

Manufacturer of Farm Pomps.
7". AH Jtinds of wood tornfag and sawing on
hand and done to order. River street

of
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house,

consideredone of

medical science for many centuries recoiled
in despair. There is no reason to expect
that its ravages will be limited to the provinces of Turkey in Asia. Both in Egypt
and in European Turkey the conditions in
which the plague breeds and spreads are
still prevailing. Happily there is not the
least ground for believingthat the conditions for its reprodnetionin Western Europe any longer exist. Thus we have
hardly more than a scientific Interestin the
movement of a distant but most deadly
enemy. There is not much more chance
of an invasion of England by the plague

(eats of engineering on the than there is of the destruction of London
continent Gen. Smith resides at May- by an earthquake like that of Lisbon. No
calamity, however, in the history of the
wood, 111., a few miles from Chicago, and
human race has produced so crushing an
at present is engaged in building life-sav- effect upon the imagination at the great
ing stations on Lake Huron.
epidemic of the plague. In one week

the greatest

;

V

line served on call ; Eighth street

now, or was lately,

The new
much

ing to abide.

Lake Huron, which

VANDERHAAR,

Bstoln.

is

by the ship Birmingham,

En

@

For Sale by Heber

1

River street

ANTER8,

simply

“

Meat Market, near corner Michigan.
Street A!! kinds of sau-

.

TT"

am

@

and curtains of every description,.and all
West of River
kinds of new Furniture. Prices as low os
TT’UITE,J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
the lowest
H. MEYER & CO.
fjpEN EYCK^J., AtUmiey at^Lawjmd CoHecilng IY vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

this

Oh, nol I
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aekamitiu.
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TfORST,

/\RT, P.

work.

Smith furnished the plans and
Wheat, white W bushel ...
Corn, shelled W bushel ...........
85
specificationsfor the piers of the InternaOats, V bushel .....................
88
40
Buckwheat, ^ bushel
75 tional Bridge at Buffalo,designedand conBran, N ton .......................
16 00
Feed. |} ton ......................26 00 structedthe bridge across the Missour
V 100 lb .....................
140
Barley, N 100 Tb.. ................. j 00 River at Omaha, assisted in the construcMiddling, ^ UK) t> ................. 1 IB tion of the Chicago tunnel, and furnished
Floor, ff 100
............... 8 88
Pear) Barlty, V 100 »>.... ..........6 00
7 00 the plans for and constructed the founda-
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Wigoaaak**and

00
35

Attorney*.
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nent and unobstructedoutlet for deep ves-
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Toed, Etc.
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com- sels. The Southwest Pass, which we were

will run all rUk of failure

hard-working, ordinarilywell-to-do

tion
P. Zalsman,

1\. First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
from the Trains. Eighth street

1875.

24,

p.m.

40

system.

however, that I have the requisitemillions drawing only seventeen and a half

To Consumptives.
Solas
No. 4

falllcious theories set

The South Pass is now

and the consequent loss. Don’t Imagine, blocked up

I. 0- of 0- PHolland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
340
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
P.M. X) Office and barn on Market street Everything Fellows’ Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
first-class.
7 55
of each week.
Visiting brothersare cordially Invited,
VTTBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
M. Habrinton, N. O.
1Y Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th J. A. Roost, R. 8.
street, near Market.
A.M

Mioh. Lake Shore Rail Road.
Taken

Eotil*.

Express. Mall.
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744 GrandviHe.
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4 15
4 82
5 45
6 11
6 19
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6 50
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8 80
A.M.
6.00
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the arguments

engineer. But I
acquaintedwith
......... $ 8 00
etc.; Cordwood, maple, dry .a .....
green .....
Plague la Europ$.
Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality;River st.
glish capitalists
have confidence in
beach, dry.,,.,..,
200
*•
green ......
me, and have commissioned
to find
YX7ELT0N A AKELY, General Dealers In Dry
The plague, it seems clear, is once mure
v
Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Flour and Feed, Hemlock Bark ......................4 00® 450 use for their unemployedfunds.”
threatening the confines of Europe. Since
Staves,
pork,
white
oak, .............@10 00
Provisions, etc. River street.
Staves, Tierce,
12 00
In speaking of the Board of eminent en- the beginning of March it hae reached
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 8 00@ 8 60
Urn and Ned.
Bat
igdad, In which city In 1881 it destroyed
Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 4 50 gineers to examine
pass upon his
00,000 out of 150,000 people.
Stave bolts, softwood .......................t 50
O LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers in Flour and
Stave bolts, hardwood .....................
4 00 plans, Gen. Smith mentioned} the names of outbreak, however, shows
of the
Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff, Ac., Ac. in
Railroad ties, ........ ........................
12 Gen. Wletzel end Gen. Comstock as perSlooter’sBrick Building.— See Advertisement.
old and mvsterious fiercenessbefore which

Tv

• Daily except Saturday
Eardvar*.
t Mixed trains.
G, J. First Ward Hardware
AH other trains dally except Sundays.
AH trains on this road, will be ran by Chicago
Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th
time, which is 20 minutes later than Golnmbus street.
time.
DER VEEN, E., Dealer in General Hardware; cor. Eighth and River street.

FROM GR’ND

will sign a contractwith re-

necessary.

and

&

Buffalo

cent. Thus

Wood, Stavoi, Eto,

YXTERKMAN A

I

ac-

I am ready to begin
how confidentlam in

plete before I ask them to pay

'

V

plans,

show

be

if

80 vanish,

.

X

1875.

23,

Board decide that nel there

sponsible parties to build the tunnel

Clothingand Feed; River street.

.

a

50

.

Sunday, April

such

will end. If they say that it can

Produce, Etc.
Apples,

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.

if

project Is not feasiblethen the matter

complished, then

General Sealer*.

gait $oatte.

Effect,

How-

Gen. William Sooy Smith, on his way ell, Capt. Eads has toothing to do with that.
and Surgeon. Office,
lv| ovhr E. Hxbold's Boot end Shoe Store,
from
Bay City to Washington, stopped in Capt. Howeli thinks the Gulflhere will
VAN PUTTEN, W.M., Dealer in Drugs, Medl- Eighth street : ton '
— r
clnes, Paints, Oils, etc. ; Pzoprletor of Dr.
thl$ city yesterday, and in the afternoon shoal up to 20 feetltoabout eighteenyears
W. Van Din Berg's Family Medicines; River St.
visited Mayor Lewis, to whom he slated of high floods. If it aid it woutiibe a
SC^S£n‘Jf]^^’%*gCStorc^8
\17AL8H HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist:a full
In general outline his proposition to build godsend to ships, as with plenty pf deep
v
stock of goods appertaining to the business
See advertisement.
a tunnel across the river at this point. In sea room In front of the jetties of 50 to 800
ITAUPELL, H.. Mnnufactnrer of and dealers
Dry Qoodi.
Harness,Trends, Saddles and Whips; the evening he visited the Hon. James 'P. feet, such a bar would afford protection to
Eighth street.
ik-: Ifo'r
Joy, and during the day was called upon vessels anchoring outtide.
I3ERTSCU, D. General dealer in Dry
iiwUfksohiu
IJ Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
by several prominent citizens.
In point of fuel, however, if such a bar
cor. Eighth and River streets.
In
an
interview
with
a
reporter
of
the
TRANTERS, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and AHeor shoal is there, it has come from Pass aI\ pan Counties,for thw^iiowe Sewing Ms- Free PreetQen. Smith said: “I am no
Srnuaihiaz.
1’ Outre, and now that the jetty current is
chino.” Dealers in needles aid attachments.
phenomenon as an engineer or capitalist, turned upon it, it will soon wash away.
Y AUDER Misses.,FashionableDressmakers.
Stsvii, Wood, Bark, Ito.
Ij Rooms opposite the Post Office. Eighth street.
that 1 propose to buiid a tunnel across De- The very latest survey made by the Coast
TRANTERS. R.,' Dealer in Staves.Wood and troit River, but have spent a lifetimein tiurvey and Capt. E&ds’s engineers in the
Poraitnrs.
IV' Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street.
just such work and am confident that the lust few days show that the jetty current,
Vf BYEK U., & CO., DealersIn all klndsofFnrTobaoesaadCigars.
ivl nlture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
now sixteen to eighteen feet deep and one
thing can be done.*’ '
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
'T'E ROLLER,
General dealer In Tobacco,
In reply to the question, “What is your thousand feet wide, drives far out to sea
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
p EIDSEMA J. M., A, SON, General DealersIn
proposition?”
Gen. Smith said, “I will in solid bulk, like the stieam from the
IV Furniture & Coffins; Eighth street. See adWatekti aid Jswalry.
vertisement.
submit plans and specifications for the pipe of a fire engine, and at two and a
TOSLIN & BREYM AN, Watchmakers. Jewelers,
Oroearlii•I and dealers In Fancy Goods ; Kenyon’s Block construction of a tunnel, to be examined half miles out the current is still three feet
River Street
by a Board of eight or ten eminent civil per second, sufficient to scour out a chanT?LIET8TRA,A., Groceriesand Supplies; a

An Z

Taken

of ll.OOC

It will soon disappear. As tc

j rr~

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

1 Square

age.

\fORRM,8. fc., Physician

V

JOB PBINTIKO PBOKPTLT AND NSATLY DONE.

a year

the shoaling of the sea at from 2)^ to 7

;

public iqpare. ,!,h

LJ Fine Drugs, Medicines, Fancy
Articles and Perfumeries.Eighth street.

SOLLIillS Clllf,
OPfICifi : VAN LANDKGEND’S BLOCK.
0. 7.

Drug

completed".*

ouMc yards left out

are but 5,500

AND

WORK

18

NO. 225

ofthejettleahas cut it away until there

BBTROZT-RXVER TUNMSL.

J

TYR. 8CHOUTEN A MEENG9’

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

-

ROEK

WHOLE

1876.

10,

A., Snrccon and Physician.Office over
the store of G. Van Putten A Co., where he
f 30E8BURG. J. O., /Dealer in Drugs and Medl- can be found during the day and nlsht.
OKtr. SOOT BMITK OFFERS TO BUILD IT,
clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes.Ac. PhyEDEBOER^. B. PhyslcUn^amd Surgeon: Office
sician’sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.
NOT ASK FOR PAY UNTIL THE

Drug*

ilif lottond City
A

SATURDAY, JUNE

HUT

CARPETS! CARPETS!!

7,105 persons were* killed by the pestilence
in London, and the entire number of
deaths in the year within the bills of mnr
THK SOUTH PASS OF THE MISSISSIPPI PER- tality reached the enormous total of 68,000
oat of a population ot 500,000. Since
MANENTLY OPENED TO COMMERCE.
that time no general visitation of the
In spite of all carping and croaking, the plague has been known in England or in
South Pass has, by Capt. Eads’s jetty sys> the neighboringcountries of Western Europe. Yet in 1712 it attacked Copenhagen;
tern, been converted in less than a year,
in 1720 Marseilles,where it slew more
from a useless outlet, with only seven and than half the inhabitants; In 1771 Moscow ;
a half feet on its bar, to a broad navigable in 1818 Malta; in 1816 Calabria; 1818 Corfu ;
pass, through which a sixteen foot vessel and in 1819 there was an outbreak In Silesia. These are the chief known Instances
has passed. This has been accomplished
of the appearance of the plague In modern
by the jetties alone, without any dredging

CAPT. EADS’S JETTIES.

or hollowing up to this time.

There
feet

Is a

depth of twenty-five to thirty

of water in nearly

the whole Jetty

has been cleansed, the power of the plague

over the human organizationhat been
of eighteen feet steadily lessened.
“The plague itself is a malignantfever
at Us end, and a few lumps of Indurated
analogous
to typhus, with a peculiar influsand, of small dimensions,beyond these,
ence over the lympathic system. Theperin the channel. Capt. Eads Is preparing
sons subject to this sort
tort of distemper are
a sea hollow to scarify these and promote weakly In constitution, dwelling in the
their dissolution, and a few days' work midst of damp and dirt, and generally of
gross habits of living. When the true
will suffice to give twenty feet, and shortplague, stirred U its ancient 'source and
ly after twenty-two,twenty-four, and even
seminal
seminary.’to quote Gibbon’s phrase, in
thirty will be successfully attained.
the Egyptian or Syrian cities,by some such
The jetties are not yet completed,and accident as an unhealthy season, extends
the Grand Bayou has not been closed, and its infection,It fixes itself where a population shown to be prepared for its reception
yet over sixteen feet of water has been acbv the prevalence of the lesser diseases
tually channeled straightout to the sea. already mentionedis gathered together.
With a little more work the jetties will be On the whole, it may be said that in no
permanent structures, and if they have Western cities do snch favoring conditions
invite Its visits. Though much remains to
forced the current to scour through indurbe done In onr own' and neighboring
ated sand, hardened by the compacting of countries by way of sanitaryImprovea hundred years, and give a channel of ment, what has been done, if we compare
twenty to thirty feet at a time when the the life of our contemporarieswith that of
ancestors of two centuries ago, marks a
Mississippi is carrying an nnusual quanti- surprising advance. The worst rookery of
ty of sediment,and most likely to shoal at modern London could not as a nursery for
its bar, sorely when the 5,000,000 of cubic the propagation of the pestilence be
matched with the chief cities of the East.
yards of hard bottom has been scoured out
Moreover, the collapse of the nervous
and carried away, the Jetties which have powers, which is the especial characteris-

channel, with

done

a short bar

this will be sufficient to carry off the

tic of this frightfulmalady, Is

favored by

A good variety of handsome Carpets at mud which may ordinarily come down in terror and belplessnesa, and an activeminded modern community, which, in the
H. MEYER A CO.
solution and keep a deep channel.
worst event,

would

energetically

combat

The bar reported outside toward the end even the plague with all the resources of
Boot* aai Hom.
F. ft A. fc.
of the west jetty 800, or, as Capt Howell medical science, could no more be reduced
Nrtm Public*
A Regular Communication of Ujrrrr Lodgi, erroneously reports, 1,000 feet from the to the despair of the Orientalwhen he
SLf,
DOST, HENEY D. ImU fcteie and Insurance No. 121, F. A A. M., will be held at Xaeoale Hill,
finds himself fkce to face with the contaRiver street
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening,July jetty is an old lump for which Capt Bads gion than it could be terrified, as the peo6, at 7H o’clock,
and the jetties are in too way responsible. ple of Londoa were
665. by the ominGao. Launta, W. M.
YTTAL8H, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
It was there with thirteen feet of water on ous flaming of an unexpected comet la the
J.
O.
DoBsaumo,
Ac’sand Insurance Agent Office, City Drug
Store, 8th street
it and containing, down to 20 foot line, sky. Thus In toodera England-indeed,
Ztatlit.
througout Western Europe gtoeraily—
about 11.000 cubic yards of mud before
Children's Carriage*.
Fkytlelaii.
neither the material nor the moral cotodh
n EE D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence, end
VJ office on Eighth street oppoelteBskker A A NNI8, T-E., Phyzldsn; residence, opposite Excelled by none in quality,finish or price Cspt Eads drove a stake. It now has 18 tions exist which invite the inroads of the
Van Raalie.
h. Meyer a co.
feet of water at high tide, and the current plague.”— ZotuIoti Times.
8. W. cor. rnblic Square.
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a collection of theatrical scenery and properties W the Pacific coast, left New York at
three minutes pwlt 1 o'clock on the morning of

t>W

l0*®? .to, t>e read. The delegates are
srid to be dittoed between Hlden and Hendricks. Tenifeeee indorsed Hendricks, but

any attempt to take

ivate letters,
e delegatee. The
Saturday, Jnnq 3.— Senate.—Th* Senate Thev say that
do so would
d to be 1m Bayard pawed t* bill prot^tog for the appointmentof a be tyrannical
Mr. Blaine
ie Vircinfi delegacommMonof fivaNeraon* to vUlt the Sioux tribes then informed
ttee that, in
dr Tilde
In cate
qpTt
of a nor- hoofljfdanoe Wil
_
ot secure tee nomiadvice, he
- ------ „
Hancock. The Ala*0UW decline tooroduoa e letters or
Decoration dat was observed as a close
bama convention left their delegates unin- qutred by the tom' of the bill to furnish memorandum of their con
ts.
holiday, and all the departments were dosed.
structed. They are said to be about equally transportation, subaLstenoe and protection to the
The testimony of Lawrence Harney, charg- dividedbetween Hlden and Hendricks.Geo. commission .... Considerationof ihe Leoialative
A Precocious Philosopher.
AppropriationMO wm resumed. The amending Speaker Kerr with the sale of a commission 8. Houston was renominated for Governor. .
THB BAR.
The New York Sun is authorityfor the state- ments of the Senate Committee,Which restoresthe
in the army, for one Augustus P. Green, has
reductions made by the House, were all agreed to
ment that "in the recent sale and purchase of
The most significantaction of the Senate waa the
Bt to* opfettiogof SA
go Fresh been the sensation of the National Capita].
Pond, In'ihl snlirtbs1 6f Boetoi k few dsys Green had previouslytestifiedbefbre the oom___ __ ’f parAgo, four persons were drowned— Mrs. Onnok- mittee that he was appointed to a second-lieu- Thx MinnesotaDemocrats held their State lr«-AUi.on, Anthony, Bayard, Booth, Boutwell!
tenancy in the army in 1865, his commission
Bruce, Christiancy,CUyton,Cooper, Cragin, Dawes lor, the other evening, to a warm disles, wife of the proprietorof the Sonnyride
bearing date of July 30 of that year. .He came convention last week, and indorsed Tilden and Edmunds. Freliunhnysen,Hamlin, Johnson, mS cussion on the Darwinian theory, and
honse, Brighton,end her daughter Maud, Miss
Mil'.1, Mitabd', Morrill(M.lorl, Mortoo,
to Washingtonwith reference to his appoint- hard money.-. . .The Vermont delegationto 81
Unison, end her little brother Johnny..., At
Paddock, Patterson, Ransom, Robertson. Sargent after the guests had departed, somewhat
ment
several timea between Deoember, 1865, Louis is solid for Tilden.
Philadelphia, on Thursday of last week, was
Sherman, Spencer, Windom, Wlther8-29. Aavs— surprisedthe paternalwith :
and the May or June following. He
Bogy, Cockrell.Eaton, Gddthwaite, Hitchcock,
witnessed the largest assemblage of members
! JTOIIBIGN.
“Father, I don’t believe Mr. Darwin
first made application to
board,, of
Kelley, Key, McCreery, Maxey, Stevenaon, Tlmror the higher order of the Masenio brotherofficers convened in Washingtonfor the exThe official announcement is made by the mac — 11.
is right.’’ “What!” said the parent,
hood ever seen in America, or the world. One
amination of apnlicanta, and forwarded bis tes- ooeao cable, that Abdul Axi*. the Sultan of
House.—Wood, from the Committee on Ways and looking down at this unexpected reasonhundred and fifty command eriea from all parts
timonialsto it ; hat nothing came of thi>t, as
of.the Union, ana many delegatesfrom abroad,
Turkey, has been dethroned, and that his Means, made a report In regard to the Alaska fur- er, who stood before him with a little
iiolndiag the Grand Command ery of Booth the board gave its appointments to Congress- nephew, Murad Effendi, who was the imperial aeal fishery lease, exoneratingthe officers of the
Bible in his hand; *‘you do not, and
men. After going to his representativeand
Africa, tyqk part in ths parade.
learningthat the latter had already appointed heir presumptive, has been proclaimed Em- Government and company from all allegationsof why?”
8, Buedrtb, ex-Commissloner of a man, the witnew came to Washington to see peror. This change has not been unexpected. fraud. Ordered printed .... The Indian Appronria“ Because, papa, my Bible says ‘ God
tion bill was under discussion nearly the entire day
the General Land office, recently disappeared what he could do himself, and talked with an The popular feeling of oppoeitionto Azit, who A variety of amendmentswere offered, nearly all
created man in His own image,’ and I
of which were rejected.Among thorn voted down
very suddenly.Several days subsequently his acquaintanceof his, a Mr. Harney, who was at
don’t believe it was a monkey.”
that time an assistant doorkeeper of the House
was one proposed by Seelye forbidding the furnishbody was found near Bergen, N. J., and there of Representatives.Harney said that he could
ing of rations to white men living with Indian wo- '
8fbd the sire, laughing,
was every evidence that he had been foully secure a nomination for a consideration, overthrow was only a question of time. The men.
ran along, Tommy, you are too young
murdered.When last sssn at the Astor frhioh witness agreed to. Greene taifl there change of rolera is believed to be in the interMonday, June 5.— Senate.—The Senate dis- to talk abont snob things.”
house, in New York, Mr. Burdette had a huge was no understanding,nor did he believe that ests of peace. Both Christians and Mussulmeu
cussed
the Sundry Civil Appropriitionbill nearly
“But, papa, almost the next verse
amount of money and considerable valuable the money he paHT Harney was paid by the expressgreat satisfaction at the torn of affaire.
propertyon his person, all of which was miss- latter to Mr. Kerr. Harney, when be appeared ....Germany has called on Turkey to pay the entire day. An amendment proposed by 8her- says, ‘God saw everything
had
ing from the body when found.
man was adopted, providing that the internal rev- made, and behold it was very good.’
before the committee, was confronted by Mr. #60,000 to the ftumly of Consul Abthe victims
the enue districts be reducedto 131 as soon after the
Mas. Wnjpjmca Wiick has been sentenced Kerr, and by him asked to tell ail he knew bot^,. one
1st of July as practicable; also vesting in the Com- Now it wami’t good if men were monBaloniea
massacre. .. .The family of the missioner of Internal Revenue the power to susabout
the
alleged
bribery.
Harney
then
swore
to death at Buffalo, N. Y., for the murder of
keys, was it? For you are gooder than
point blank that he paid Mr. Kerr, in the spring Wapping butcher, Orton, who played the pend collectorsof internal revenue now possessed
her step-eon, last November.
a monkey, ain’t you, papa?,r
character
of
the
"Hchborce
claimant”
with
by
supervisors,
and
all
other
powers
now
exercised
of 1866, while he (Harney) was a doorkeeper
in the House, and Mr. ^ Kerr a member from such remarkablesuccess for a while two or by the supervisors to be rested in the collectors.
three years ago, appear to be a thoroughly
House.— Blaine (rising to the question of priv- A Burglar Swearing his Victim on the
Tbz latest Chicago sensationis the startling Indiana, #450 for securing a commissionfor bad lot His sister,who helped to swearhim
Greene, who lived at the time in New York ;
ilege), proceededto addressthe Heuse on the subBible.
story told to the Grand jury by Warden that he applied to Mr. Kerr because other into the penitentiary, has been herself Just
jtet of investigation into the Union Pacific and
Martin
Armstrong,
a farmer, who lives
Kimberly, of the Cook County Poor-house and members had made their armv ap- sentenced to seven years’ penal servitude for NorthernPacific, transactions,in which his name
stealing.... Late advices from the disturbed
about
two
miles
from
the village of Coxpointments;
that
he
told
him
in
his
had become involved.The central part, and the
Insane asylum, that he and one Clem Periolat,
districtof Bosnia report that the Turks have most important part, of the whole affair was the sackie, had in his employ a farm hand
a wholesalegrocer, together with certain mem- seat in the House that he expected
suffered a series of reversesin encounterswith productionof the letters taxon trom Mulligan.
named William O. Martin, aged abou
bers of the Board of County Commissioners, to pay for the appointment; that at
small parties of insurgents.
This was preceded by a mere charge of unfair
the
second
interview
with
Mr.
Kerr
at his room
have been defrauding the county to large
twenty years. On Wednesday morning
treatment
at
tho
hands
of
the
sub-comFor the first time since the establishmentof mittee charged with investigating the
amounts by a thievish conspiracyin connection the latter said it was worth #500 if it was worth
last Mr. Armstrong was aroused from
anything,
but
that
#450
was
all
that
Green
with contracts, etc. The whole ring of scounEngland's greatest racing event, the Derby has various subjects with which his name
sleep by a noise in his bedroom, and on
drels has been indicted and will probably be could raise, #410 of which the latter paid to just been won by an unnamed horse. There had been connected. Referringto tho
Harney aqd subsequently made up the full
opening his eyes beheld Martin standing
letters, the speaker safd : “I understand the Judisent to the penitentiary. ,
amount by a postal order for #40, and all of wore thirteen startere, and M was not until the ciary Committee to have abandoned that issue
A dispatchfrom Lincoln, Neb., gives the which Harney swears he paid to Mr. Ken, who race was over that the winner was given a against me, but there has gone forth the Idea or im- over him, and before he had a chance to
speak Martin seized his employer by the
following particularsof the recent horrible asked him for it ten days before the appoint- name. . .Winslow, die Boston torger, baa been pression that because I would not permit that man,
or any man, when I could prevent it, from holding
throat. Upon releasing his hold Mfirtin
massacre by Indians of a large portion of Capt ment was made, when he handed it over, he again remanded to prison until after June 15, as a menace over mv head my private corresponsays, in the east corridorof the House to him, at the request of the British authorities.It is dence, there must bo somethingin it most deadly took Mr. Armstrong’s pistol and also
Stone's company of Cincinnatians,
en route for
When Harney concluded Speaker Kerr was learned from good authority that the Lord and destructive to my reputation.I would like pulled one from Ins owp pocket, both
the Black Hills: "Part of the expeditionwas
sworn, and made a brief statement,consisting High Chancellor thinks the arguments of the any genUeman on this floor, and all of them are of which he presented at that gentlepassing through the sand hills, about fifty miles
of an emphatic denial of everything Harney United States Government are sound and its presumedto be men of affairs whose business
from Bed Cloud Agency. The day was warm
man’s head, telling him he had only a
position correct. . .The cereal crop of England has been varied and whoso intercourse has been
and the roads nearly impassable from sand. swore to so far as it implicated him. He did
largo, to stand up here and say that he Is willing short time to live. Martin then picked
not know Harney, the latter had never been to promises a yield that has not been equaled for
The men had depositedtheir coats and weapons
and ready to have hi* private correspondence
for
up a Bible and made his victim swear
his room, and he never received a cent from a hundred years. So says a cable telegram.
the last ten or twelve years handed over and made
behind when the Indians rushed down and cut
him in any way.
that he would not lisp a word about his
The
preliminary
work
on
the
great
subpublic?
Does
it
imply
guilt?
Does
it
imply
a
them off from the train. The massacre followed
J. Donald Cameron took the oath of office marine tunnel under the English channel to sense of weaknessthat a man will protect his pri- entrance into his room. This promise
with but little resistance, the Indiansnumbervate correspondence
? No, sir. Itls a man’s first
ing several hundred. Hie leaders, CapL Stone as Secretaryof War on the 1st inst Ex-Sea e- connect England with France, has been cominstinctto do it, and it Is the last outrage on any secured,Martin robbed Mr. Armstrong
and James Wood, were among the first to fall.
tary Taft was at the same time sworn in as At- menced at Langatte, on tiie French side of the man to violate it. I have defied the power to take and fled.— Hitetoon (iV. V.) Republican.
The bearer of the report declares that not a
these letters from me. I do it still.I speak with all
channel. . .An officialorgan at St. Peterebnrg
torney-general
single one of the party of forty-nineescaped.
respect ior this House. I know its powers, and I
How Did It Get There?
announces that the allied powers will not relax trust that I respect them ; but I say that this
The followingtable shows the conditionof
Several of the bodies, scalped and mutilated,
the stringencyof their policy on the Turkish House has no more power to order what h»n be
Mr.
Laughrey,
of Jefferson township,
were taken into North Loup Fort.
the public debt Jane 1 1
question, on account of the change of Saltans. done or not done with my private correspondin
digging
a
well,
last week, at the
The frisky grasshopper has made its appear- Blx per cent bonds ...... S 984,999,850
The allieswill " continue to demand from the ence than it has to order what I shall do with
ance in Minnesota. . .Orders from army head- Five per cent. bond*. ..... 710,041,800
Turkish Government,whateverthat Govern- the nurture and admonitionof my children, not depth of fifty feet below the surface
one particlemore. But I am now going to show the
struck what appeared to be a drift or
ment may be, the execution of indispensable
quarters have been receivedand promulgated
Total coin bonds ..................
61,696,041,450
letter* (holdingthem np in hia hand). I thank
reforms/’....
The
amount
of
the
ex-Sultan’s
deposit of soil containing large quantiLawful money
14,000,000
God
Almighty
that
I
am
not
ashamed
to
show
at Fort Solly, directing that «nigrante be pretreasure seized is stated at #100,000,000.
Matureddebt ........ J... 6,185,000
them. There they are. There is the very original ties of vegetable matter and partially devented from going to the Black HUls across the I*gal tenders ............870,191,705
The Chancellorsof Russia,Austria and Ger- package. With some sense of humiliation, with cayed wood. Among the pieces of wood
Sioux reservation, by the Fort Pierre route. It Oertiflcatee of deposit .... 84,885,000
a mertifleation which I do not pretend to conis understood that the order applies to all routes Fractional currency ...... 87,859,474
many will hold another conference soon, to ceal with a sense of outrage which I hink any taken out was a board one inch in thickleading tyom the Missouri river through the Coin oertiflartes .......... 25,714,800
consider the change in the governmentof man in my position would feel, I invite the confi- ness, six inches in width and eighteen
reservation.
dence of 44,000,000of people, and I will read these
Total without Interest. ............. 487,650,979 Turkey. The conferencewill take place at letters. [Applause, which the Speaker pro tern en- inches in length. The board is tongned
SCA5DAL0U8corruptionin the construction
Ems, whither Bismarck will accompany the deavored to suppress.)Many of these Tetters have and grooved, and in every particular reTotal debt .........................
62,181,827,460 Emperor of Germany.... Servia refoses to not the remotest bearing on the subject,but some
of the new St. Louis Custom-house has long
Total Interest ......................
31,788,757 recognizethe new Sultan of Turkey, on ac- of them will require a little explanation.Some of sembles a piece of modern flooring.The
been inspected,and recently the Grand jury of
Cash in Treasury:
count of his alleged irregular accessionto the them may possibly involve humiliation,but I would land upon which the well is dug is a
the United States court took thd matter in
Coin ......................
666, 674, 766
throne,and declines to pay tribute, two install- a good deal rather take that than take the evil sur- high prairie, and no improvementshad
Onmncv ................. 9,285,708
hand for the nnrpoee of aeoertaining, if possimises, and atm more evil inferences, that might
ments
of which are now in arrears.
Special depoaltiheld for rebe drawn if I did not act with this frankness. ever before been made upon it, to the
ble, how it has happened that for an expendidemption of certificates
A Berlin dispatchsays the powers have sus- Blaine thereuponproceededto read and to make certain knowledge of old settlersin the
ture of three millions, originally supposed to
of deposit ...............84,385,000
passing comments upon, and explanations of. varibe a sum sufficientfor the completion of the
pended action on the Berlin memorandum for
vicinity. Now, how did that piece of
ous points to the several letters. The letters all
building, there is little more than the foundaTotal in the Treasury ............. 8 110,295,474 a few days, in order that the new Turkish Gov- refereed to business transactions between Blaine man’s unmistakable handiwork get there ?
tion walls to be seen. Some discoveries of
and Fisher. While they go to show that the former Is it a relic of the Mound-builders, or
ernment may give unmistakable indication of
misappropriationof money have been made, Debt less cash in the Treasury ......... 62,103,320.742
was engaged to stock operations,his friends claim
their policy, and their power of maintaining
pre-historio race ? — Linevillc
Decrease
of
debt
during
May
..........
4,617,515
that his transactions were legitimate and perfectly
and several arrests have followed....
Decrease
since
June
30, 1875 ........... 25,367,983 themselves. . .The followingannouncementof
{Iowa) Tribune.
Official reports received at army headquarters
the suicide of the ex •Sultan of Turkey has
in Chicago make it nrobablo that the account
Bonds issued to the Padflo Railway
been communicatedto the Turkish minister
Sliver Declining.
' which has been published of the massacre of a
Companies, Interestpayable in lawful
Blaine and Mulligan.
at Washington by the Minister of Foreign
Cincinnati party while on the way to the Black
money:
....... 8
f 64,623,512
ey: Principaloutstanding .......
Silver continues to decline in London,
Affairs of Turkey : A sad event has Just pain[Washington(June 1) Cor. Chicago Journal.)
Hills, is a cruel canard. No informationof Intern
at accrued and net yet paid ...... 1,615,587
fully affectedour august sovereign and his
rhe Judiciary Committee room was and the lowest price ever known (52d
any snob butchery has reached Fort Laramie, Interestpaid by the United States ..... 80,141,613
Government. Abdul Aziz Khan, the late Sal- the scene of a most sensational event on per ounce) has been reached. This
but it is ascertainedthat the party were met by Interest repaid by transportation of
mails, etc...* .......................885,348 ton, who, far eome time pest unfortunately
Gapt. Egan’s scoutingforce on the 31st of May
the opening of the Blaine investigation makes the silver tokens now coming out
Balance of interest paid by United
within twenty-eightmiles of Custer, and far to
States ..........
23,290,163
this morning. The witness Mulligan, of the Treasury worth 82j cents to the
the north of the sand hills, where the tragedy
At a meeting of the House JudiciaryCombefore proceedingwith his testimony, dollar, and the proposed dollar of
has been located. .. .The dead bodiee of a man,
mitted smeido by opening the veins of his arms asked to make a statement.He said 412 8-10 grains worth 88 cents gold.
mittee,
on
Saturday,
the
sub-committee
apwoman and child, the latter about three years
old, were recently found in the woods near pointed several months ago to consider the with scissors which he had concealed on his that, on arriving here, he and Fisher had The value in gold of a United States
person’’....
f
m”.... A. London
dispatch to the New
Belleville, 111. The bodies were identified as
received a written invitation from Mr. note (legal- tender) for one dollar ranged
question of whether the House of Represent- York Herald sa
nys: "Engiai
England has sent Admiral
those of a family who had stopped at a Belleduring the week between 881 and 89
atives has jurisdiction relative to the members Drummond to tne East with orders to prevent Blaine to call at his house, but ho deville hotel on May 4, 1876, registered under the
cents. Silver tokens are coming out of
Kins and Schnmaker, who are accused of hav- the forcing of the Dardanelles. Unfinished
clined
to
Fisher
went.
Blaine
Dnfin
name of Joseph May and wife, Evansville, Ind. ing been engaged in hiring members in previiron-clads are being completedin great haste. then called on him (witness) and begged the sub Treasury here at the rate of $60,The verdict of the jury was to the effect that
ous Congresses, reported that the House had Regiments axe under orders to be ready to start
May shot the woman and child and then killed not each jurisdiction.
him not to tell what he knew yes- 000 to $75,000 per day. The silver
at a moment’s notice.
per cent prehimself. It is supposed that poverty led to the
terday.
came again mid made halves are taken at 2
Speaker Kerr went before the Clymer comart.
It is understood in England that negotiations
mium
by
bullion-dealers, to send to Calthe same request, asking him to
The Collierwhite lead works, in St. Louis, mittee, the other day, and made an explanation for a modificationof the extradition treaty be- remember his family. He asked to ifornia, where they can be used at 95 to
were partiallydestroyed last week, by the of the circumstances under which he came to tween the United States and Great Britain are see certain private letters of his 96 cents cold ; they are issued from the
bursting of three of the large boilers. Three recommend Green for an army commission. in progress-tho object being to conform the (Blaine’s), and asked witness what he Treasuryhere at less than 89 gold. The
He stated that he had offered to procure the treaty to the common-sense principlethat expremium on other small change ranges
workmen received fatal injuries, and several
commission for two of his constituents, Col. traditedpersons should only be tried for the intended to do with them. Witness told
from 1 to 1J per cent.— iYew York
others were badly hart.... Thomas Kelley,
Jackson and Maj. Morrison, both of whom de- crimes charged in the indictment upon which Mr. Blaine he would print them if they
Charles Peterson and a colored man, herders,
Nation.
clined. After this no one from his district rendition is asked. ... At Paris the story of the tried, to break him down, as they were
were recently murderedby Indians near Sidapplied for the place. When the session was Saltan’s suicide meets with contemptuous in- threateningto do. Blaine then begged to
ney, Neb.
MARKETS.
wdl advanced, and the time for these appoint- credulity. At Borne the journalsgenerallv exbe allowed to read them, andsaidhe would
SOUTH*
ments was passing away, he was called upon press the belief that Abdul Aziz was murdered.
NEW YORK.
return them as soon as read. After readA New Orleans dispatch says: "Three by Augustus P. Green, of New York. "It is
..... ................
10 V
ing, he refused to return them, and had Hoos— Dreaaed ..........
possible,” said the Speaker, "that he was intro6 50 @ 6 75
white men, McCardle, Graham and DumonVOBTT-FOUBtfl COHHBE8S.
dnoed to me by Harney, but if he was I have
them vet, and witness asked that he Cotton....*.. .................... 12
12V
Tilla, while sleeping in camp, in Iberville no recollectionwhatever of the fact This
might be obliged by the committee to Flour— Superfine Weatern ........5 00 <a 5 25
Wednesday,
May
81.—
Senate.—
The
bill
in
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago.,.,,........1 17 A 1 18
B«Jfefere artaAed by a negro, who killed only I know: that I did never, under
return them.
Cobn— Western Mixed.,,... ........ 68
69
McCardle and Graham with an ax, and wound- any oiroamstanoes, or at any period of my relationto tho Japanese indemnityfund was, after
39
Mulligan produced a memorandum- Oats— No. 2 Chicago ...............38
ed Dumonville. The negro plundered the life, consciously know the man Harney. I a long debate, passed by a vote of 24 to 20.
Bt*— Weatern ..................... 83
84
camp and fled.”
.Senator Twitchell, who was never talked with him in any convenation that
tfouae. —Jones (Xy.) offered a resolution,declar- book, in which were recorded the tranPoM-New Mess. ...............,,18 60 <ai8 75
shot some time ago at Couahatta,La., tnr a dis- could have gone beyond the merest expressions ing it to be the sense of the House that Congress sactions between Fisher, Blaine, and va- Lard— Steam ......................
12
guised assassin, and whose left arm was ampu- of the day. He never was at my room. He
CHICAGOshould pass, without delay, a bill repealing the Re- rious parties in Maine.
Beet**— Choice Graded Steen ..... 6 60
tate! at the time, has since been compelled to never visited me anywhere. I never talked
aci*and should prohibit any further conMr. Blaine was sworn and said in reChoice Nativea.*.,..a.„ 4 10 g.75
have his right arm cut off also. Senator with him on any business whatever.He never sumption
tractionof the currency, and, if necessary to meet
Oowa and Heifen ........ 8 25
Twitchellreceived two bullets in <his left arm, paid or proposed to pay me one penny of money demands of the people, should provide for its in- gard to his interview with Mulligan,
Good Beoond-cliMSteen. 4 40
one in hia right, one in his hip, and one in the for any purpose in tne world. His whole state- creese,end should provide for the displacement of that the extravagant words witness at. MedhuntoFalr........... 4 00
hack of his neck at the time, but is represent- ment on that subject is utterly and wickedly National bank notes with United States notes, and tributed to him were fabricated. He Hooa— Live ............
5 50
ed as cheerful and likely to recover.... The false.11.... A Washington correspondentre- should also provide for a speeay return to gold
FLOUR-FancyWhite Winter..;..,7 00
did
protest
strpngly
against
his
private
and
silror.
Ref
erred....
The
contested
election
Galveston (Texas) flewi. of a recent date, ferring to Blaine 'e explanation in the House,
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 00
says \ “ Nine men were hanged by a mob for says: "His speech commenced in almost case of Morey vs. Spencer(Louisiana) was decided letters being printed, and Mulligan nad Whrat— No.2 8prtog.............. 1 05
against Morey, the sitting member....Durham,
N0.8 Spring ..............
93
horse- stealing in Jack county last week, and breathless silence. It ended in an almost perstated that he intended to make them
from the Committee on Revisttin of the Laws, re. 44
six in Erath. Two of those hanged in Jack fect thunder of applause. Blaine has long ported a bill to perfect the statutesof the United public if any one attempted to discredit Corn — No. 2,,
Oats— No. 2.
...... »r*|
county are said to have been innocent. Two been noted for the wonderfulfertilityof hif •
69
him or impugn his motives. Mr. Bn— No. 2
unknown men were found hanging out several intellectual reeopjceS,for his parliamentary
....... . .. 56
Barley—
No.
2..
TnuMn^r, June L—Ntmate.— Consideration Blaine held that witness had no right to
miles on the prairie,near Elgin, yesterday."
.......... .... 20
akill. and for hUr audacious bravery.He nude
Butter— Fancy.
of the articlesat impeachmentagainst the late those letters,and so he declined to give
Egor— Fresh....
The law’s vengeance has at length over- use of all his resourcesto-day. He was calm
and deliberate, impassionedand audacious,by Secretary of War was resumed. The President them back. He had submitted them to Pork— Meaa ......... •••••“.......
taken some of the crooked whisky crew in New
turn, and always skillful.As the climax aptwo friends, and read them all With
....... ST. LOUIS.
Orleans. A lot ot them were sentenced in the proached,he exhibiteda courage which subone exception,they did not bear on the Whrat— No. 2 Bed Winter ..... . ... 1 37
dued his opponents and electrifiedthe House.”
United States court there last week, the pun
42
cused be ordered to plead further, or answer the subject of the inquiry. He intended to Corh— No,2 .........
fehment ranging dowq -from sixteen months'
Oatb-No. 2 ........................ 31
articles of impeachment,within ten days from this
POLITICAL,
submit
them
to
two
of
the
best
lawyers
Byn-No.2;.....
...........
61
hoprisonment
fine to six months and
date. Carpenter said ha wanted time to consider
Mel*.. ...... .............. 19 25
A Washington dispatchsays there arc inti- what further steps the defense would take. Lord in Washington, and to be guided by Pork—
•MW. ‘
10
McMahon replied ou behalf of tho managers, them as to, whether he should produce XtABD»aae*eeeat«Ma ***•#**•••••#«••
v!
.«Ji cupnaui,
mations that, "should the men who are and
Hoos. .r.
5 2*
and urged that tho trial go on. It was finally voted
them.
Tee recent troubles among the trunk lines managing the Conkling movement fail to suc- to adjourn the impeachment matter until Tuesday,
0ATTt*' .......arif.'wATTKv'lf 800
June
6. ...There was do legislativebusiness before
WHRAT— No. 1... .................. 1 14
of railroad between New York and the West ceed, their second choice will be for Elihu B. the Senate.
Washington,
June 2.
No. 2 .....................1 00
have been followedby a general reduction of Waahburne.”
’
portion of ttie day’s session was
On the reassemblingof the ribb- Cork— No. 2. .................... 42
ptasenger rates.... Hie American SundayThe Treasury department estimatesthat the devoted to considerationof Banning’s bill for the Judiciary Committee to-day, Mr. Hun- Oats— No. 2. ......................
29
school Union has joat held its fifty- second an72
customs receiptswill fall short #10,000,000. reduction of tht army, which was passed without ton, the Chairman, renewed his request BYK ...........
Barlkt— No. 2 ...................04
niversary in the city of New York. The record
65
and
internal
revenue
receipts
#4,000,000
below
amendment....
The
bill
to
amend
title
53 of the
v. • *• CINCINNATI.
of its work the past year shows that 1,386 new
to Mr. Blaine to present the letters »ken
Revised
Statutes,
rtlrting
to
merchant
seamen,
Whrat
........
.....
......
1
00
sdwob have teen formed, and 8,3*6 other the estimatesfor the fiscal year, m*itinp m total was passed.Jt providesfor the appointment by from Mulligan. Blaine recapitulated the
Corn ..... ......................... 44
eobools visited aided, which hap, a total deficitof #14,000,000for the fiscal year ending
the Secretary orthjrTrttisafy
of a Commissioner, statement made yesterday by him, in re85
> aaae
mcmberBhipof 328,246. This wprk: has, been Jane SO.
to be known as toe ShippingCommissioner,for
•••••
••••••• • • a
lation
to
the
letters,
and
said
he
had
dona ih thirty-one States and Territories..'..A
PORK—Me
less....
..... 18 00
Thb Iowa Republican convention indorsed eveipr port of entry which is also a port of ocean
submitted the letters to eminent Idgal Lard,
navigation.
Blaine for President, but left the delegatesunTOLEDO.
counsel, and had receivedfrom them a ___
Friday, June 2.— flfcnate.—Hie Senate dis...... 1 24 A l 25
Hie devastateddistrictis what is known as the instrnoted. . r .The Louisiansdelegationto Cinstatement,which he read. Init Jeremiah WHR*T— Extra .........
St Louis subuAs, in which shout 1,000 houses oinnsti stands ten for Morton and six for posed of a few bills of a private nature, and then S. Black and Matt Carpenter,as oorinsel,
wburned, with aloes estimated at *1,- Blaine . Democratic State conventions were began the considerate^of the LegislativeAppro- say they have examined all the letters, Oat*— No. 2 ........................ SI
32
#00,800.
^
held on the 31st nit. in Missouri,Tennessee priation bill.
and
find
nothing
in
them
bearing
at
all
Maryland,
Virginia
and
Alabama.
In
the
W^dty
A obeat triumph of railway travel has just
Missouri conventionan attempt to offer a
Philadelphia*, ............5 75 A 6 00
upon the case now pending before the
Indian Appropriation
bill, the greater part of the
been achieved. A special train chartered by
Cattlr— Beat ...................
.'-..5 00 @5 25
res lution to instructfor Hendricks created
and they advise
Medium ......... .. ...... 4 75 @5 00
JuiM 4 Pilmer to tnosport . put,
grot confusion, »ud it
“l8 ,Td
his right as an
S=RRP .................... ....... 3 75 @ 5 75

~HOLL^b

Tburedy, Jijpel, and reached Ban Francisco

twenty-fivMminuteepast 9 on the morning of
Senday, tin 4th, thus accomplishing the run ir
lies than flghty-four
rt
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MICHIGAN ITEMS.

NOTES FROM THE CENTENNIAL.

of that gilt-edged hell the glearingeye-balls,

and bloody hair of

yea, the very olaws

fearful

Own Correspondent]
In my peregrinationsin and around the
grounds, I hetr but one expression,which is,

clutchesin, took possession of and invested the

that the Exhibitionfully comes up to the stan-

Eobebt Bos*, an old pioneer of Clinton mon of the flame— with one fell swoop it hurled
county,was killed at Batn a few days ago by a Itself acroes the broad street over upon and

wound

timber falling npon him at a barn-raising.
Gov. Biqley has appointed 0. J. Walker, of

*

the de-

around, fastened Us

itself

[By Our

Detroit, and 0. D. Randall, of Coldwater,State whole immense building known as the Harris dard conceived of and carried into faithful exbloc*.’’Wl*t a climax! “GUt-edgedtia|r ecutionby its projectors. In area, architectural
delegates to the £iati<^)a]Pxfeoc congress.
y glaring (tfifi-bellfl,”“ the very claw* and tfoity display, comforts,varied exhibits,management,

Ed. Dolan, of Marshall,a condnotor on Che

demon," and “the Harris block,”
followed easily and fluently after each other,
Australia, has beeach allusion being stronger than the precede

Michigan Central railroad, whose wife recently
inheriteda large fortune in
come insane,

it

is

reported.

hair of the

ing.

The body

an unknown man was found in
Primary School Honeys.
the little lake at Manistee a few dys ago. It
The
annual
apportionment of the primary
is supposed to be the body of Morris Adler,
school interest fund has just been completed
who has been missing since October last.
of

by the Buperintendent of Public Instruction.
John McAbthub, of East Saginaw, has lived

sum

The whole

along in hopes of a fortune for many years,
fifty

and

he

at last

is

about to get

it The

cents to

is

each

$223,969, and the ratio

is

child of school age (five to

Geo. W. Biddle declines the solicitorshipof the
Commission,and Mr. Shoemaker was unanigoraly elected to a position he has creditably

O’Donovan Rossa and the Irish World,
has
gained more headway than is susestablishedin the western wing of the department of public comfort building,east of the pected by the uninterestedportion of
Judges’ navili on. The offices of the Oommlv the pnblio. Of course it takes the form
sion will.be transferred to the same building.
thus far of ratting money from IrishPermanonpheadquarterafor the press are

The Hebrew monument will
time to be unveiledJuly 4.

be on hand In

The claims of colored men are to be recogthe Exhibition of our Centennialyearjs a grand
success, without any qualifications.Bo varied nized to positions on the Centennial guard.
Oregon exhibiterve nine feet high, eighty,
are the attractions that the meet cynical can't
fail in being led into Enthusiasm, and the most seven and one-half bushels tq the acre; oats
careless will be charmed at some speciality ten feet high, eighty- soveu bushels per acre ;
that strikes the rioht kev. vibrating the human concentrated(rider put up in sheets, bo an indichords wun cnanmng enect 1 nearo one of a
bevy of sprightly girls, exclaim,“Emma, let’s
go to Machinery ball.’’“Augh, knaugh! we
shannt What do women know about machlnery ?” Yet the same Emma was eostacized over
a Berlin rase. Thus it is there is something
for all and each. * ‘ Did you see the Women’s

British

FenianUm Revived.
new Irish movement, led by
.

A

vidual can carry a quart of

(rider in

his vesj,

canned salmon from the Columbia
river; and mahogany, the only productionin
the United States, resembles the mahogany of
pocket ;

It ooets fifty cents to hare the regulation
photograph placed in your passes.
The Centennial Exhibition ground covers

men.

Rossa has gone^to California to

agitate, and the Irish World, which has

a

large circulation throughout the
United States, weekly calls for contributions for what is described as “a skirmishing fund.” The professedintention
is to use the money in secret operations
against England. “ By skirmishing,”
says one appeal, 41 those connected with
and controlling the movement mean war.
But war of a certain kind, war in acoordanoe with the plans and designs host
calculated to effect theirpurpoee,Their

twenty years inclusive).We are indebted to
236 tores.
purpose is England’s overthrow and
the Lansing Republican for the followingcomHer Majesty, the Empress Augusta, and her Ireland’s liberation. To aooompliah this
$15,000 prize money. He formerly served in
prehensive table, showing the apportionment some little things. I don’t think much of it roval highness, the PrincessLudwig of Hesse
they intend to harrass England by every
the British navy.
anywav.” “But wasn't that soda fountain Just Darmstadt, are contributorsOf albumio views means within their reach ; to strike her
by counties
and
needle
work.
Naples
makes
one
of
the
splendidP" And so it is. All tastes are catered
The Postmaster-general has notifiedthe
Counties.
So. of children. Amount.
finest displays of cameos, France distinguish- in every vulnerable point ; to use every
195.50 to,- and, as a whole, the Exhibition furnishes
Postmaster at Mackinac that that village must Alcoua ..........
e« herself in filagree, surpassing,in your cor- availablemeans to bring about her deAllegan .......
5,810.00 dainties for the most cosmopolitantaste.
hereafter be spelled with k final ‘‘o’’ instead Alpena ..........
623.50
The being with the most intense Diogenio respondent’sopinion, the Jape. Germany ex- cadence and ruin. These blows will be
503.00 instincts will be drawn out of his tub of con- hibits artificial eyes. Bohemia has a magnifiof a “w," but a good many people shew their Antrim .........
dealt by bodies of men, by single indiBaraga ..........
238.00
ceit and will bo skepticalno longer, but will cent collection in glass goods. St Louis has
contempt for the Postmaster-generalby con- Barry ...........
viduals, or in any other way that cir3,937.0#
a
magnificent
exhibit
of
billiard
tables.
The
cheerfullyconcede that virtue to our kind that
8,762.00
tinuing to spell it without either, thus : “ Mak- Bay, ............
most superior finished mantel- pieoe in this or cumstances or occasion may command.
is
developed
in
the
industrial
forces
and
art
Benale ..........•«»
•*••••
852
(26,00
naugh."
any other exhibition is of Mexican onyx. As Dr, Barrow says, it makes no differBerrien .....
..... ... 12,431
6,215.50 eliminations that dazzle the beholder who is
Branch
.........
4,092.50 sensible to works of economical effort for the Rhode Island has a beautiful oOlleotion of ence whether yeu strike your enemy
Ex-Mayob Thebon H. Tbacy died at Battle
Calhoun ........
5,694.00 general good, and whoee sensitivenessaccepts plated goods. Dresden makes a creditable
straight down or slantingly, provided
Creek one night last week, aged fifty-eight Cana ....... .....
3,499.00 the higher and nobler results of a nervous or- presentation of metal and bronze goods.
398.60
Some of these goods from Berlin are of excel- you kill This the skirmishersthoryears. He was born at Aurora, Erie county, Charlevoix .....
ganization in the sp beta of (estheticthought
Cheboygan .....
487.50
lent finish. Hamburg sustains her reputation oughly understand.How shall follow
•
conwx.
N. Y., August 2, in 1818, and came to Bat- Chippewa .......
324.50
blow in various ways, and without cessaThe
staple is creditably displayed, and Justly in ivory mannfaoture.
Clare
...........
207.50
tle Creek in the spring of 1855. He was Mayor
Thn Centennialdetective force has been re- tion ; where least expected, and where
Clinton ........
4,134.50 so, as the extraordinaryinfluence exerted in
in 1866, was once chief engineer of the Fire Delta ...........
403.00 our manufacturing circles,aud its importance duced. This argues well for the good behavior
they cannot be met ; and eaoh attack
J. B.
4,607.60 in our exchangesystem, renders all matters of the average
department, and for several years a member of Eaton ...........
will be so planned and directedas to
Emmet ........
346.06 pertainingto ite culture of signifleantinterest.
the school
3#neeee ....... ;
6,746.50 The foreign exhibit shows cotton from Brazil,
Horrible Scene at an Execution.
preclude the possibilityof failure. It is
19.50
The Michigan Centralrailroadcompany has Sladwln ........
Egypt,
Peru,
Australia,
Asia
Minor,
(Smyrna),
[ From an Account of the Hanging of Samuel Froat,
a
species of movement, local in its acGrand Traverae. .............1,905
952.50
at Boston.]
adopted the following regulations in relation Gratiot ..........
tion, swift, sudden and almost personal
2,507.60 Bengal, East Indies,West Indies, China, AfFrost bad risen from bis ebair when in its manifestations.” Then follow two
Hillsdale ........
6,168.00 rica, Domestic— Mobile and Mamphig uplands.
to stop-over checks : 1. Stop-over checks are
Houghton.......
2,656.60 The two prize samples in the show cases, one the reading of the warrant was begun,
issued by conductors,upon application,to all Huron ..........
columns of language calculated to incite
2,107.50 from Memphis, the other from New Orleans,
and the deputy behind him had fastened Irish hearts, aud u sketch of Rossa, who
4,760.00 seemed to bear off the palm. There is a cotpassengers holding first-class tickets, both
Ionia ...........
4,791.60 ton pavilion of foreign staples arranged in the straps around his legs and arms, and
is to handle the fund. The acknowledgthrough and local. 2. No stop-overchecks are Iosco ...........
532.00
decidedly good taste which will be detaUed in before the reading was finished had shut ments in the same paper of receipts
Isabella
.........
1,077.60
issued upon second-class, round trip or excur•
out the light/fromhim forever by draw- show that persons are to be found wno
Jackson ........
5,694.00 another
sion tickets. 3. The stop-over checks issued Kalamazoo......
rfl* BRITISH HEADQUARTERS.
6,239.00
ing the black cap over his head, There
223.00
The British Government has gone to very was not an instant’s delay, and less than have confluencein the enterprise,—IVeu/
to passengers holding first-class tickets are Kalkaska ........
York Sun.
10,657.00 considerableexpense in erecting officeson the
good for ten days only from the date of issue, Keweenaw ......
887.50 grounds for its Commissioners.One of the five minutes bad passed between the
......... 709
354.50
and will not be receivedfor passage after ex- Lake,.... .....
three structureswhich have been erected for time the doomed man first took his step
Lapeer ..........
4,311.00
Our Presidents.
this purpose is rea’ly a very elaborate and or- upon the gallows stairs and that in which
piration of such time/ This rule will be Lcelanaw .......
910.50
namental
building.
The
entire
group
is
built
Lenawee ........
Mrs. John Adams was the first misstrictlyadhered to.
7,607.50
his body was thrown downward by the
Livingston ................... 6,790
3,395.00 after the Elizabethan style of the sixteenth
release
of
the
drop.
The
drop
fell with tress of tho White-house. The buildBio Rapids Pioneer : The G. R. A I Railroad Mackinac .......
290.60 century, the best specimens of which may be
5,278.50 found in Buckinghamshire.
The largestof hardly an audible sound, and the light ing was unfinishedand unfurnished.It
Company are making preparationsto make a Macomb ........
Manistee ........ ............ 2,873
1,188.50 the three is used asttieofiloeoftho Commis- body of the murderer brought the rope could hardly be warmed or lighted. The
more thorough examination of their land on Manitou ........
48.55 sioners, while the other two contain rooms for
to a strong tension. The first thrill of most graphic letters written by Mrs.
2,704.00
the east side of the river, in this city, with the Marquette ......
the attendants, Servants, etc. The larger a shudder had not ran through the more Adams describes her sufferings there.
Mason .........
842.00
hope of finding rich coal beds. It is to be Mecosta ........
1,689.00 house is elegantlyfurnished,and is, in itaelt sensitive of the spectatorswhen the Her week’s washing was hnng up in Hie
hoped that the company will succeed, as noth- Menominee....
379.00 an extremelyinteresting exhibition.It is built
east room. Her style of living, adopted
Midland ..................... 1,334
667.00 of brick and timber, covered on the outside body was seen spinning at the end of the
ing that we know of at present could add so Missaukee .....
63.00 with plaster, and haring tall chimneys, which rope, almost headless, a fearful tear ex- not from parsimony bnt from necessity,
5,647.00 give it a very quaint appearance. One side of
much to the wealth and population of our city Monroe .......
tending over the front of the throat, and would disgust an ordinary treasury clerk.
Montcalm...!.. •••••••••,.• 6,526
3,263.00
the building is almost entirely of glass, the the blood gushing out in streams. Every Washingtonexacted the strictest econoas the discoveryof a fine ooal bed right here in Muskegon ......
2,889.50
panes not being more than four inches square.
...... 3,069
1,233.10
our midst. This would lead to the permanent Newaygo ......
eye was riveted on the startling and un- my at home, that he might serve his
Oakland ........
6,198.50 The rooms are ill papered in cool greenish
locationof the company’s car shops here, Oceana ........
country and not impair his private for1,409.50 tints, after elaborate designs by William Morris, expected spectacle as the body turned
which would give employment to several hun- Ogemaw .......
9.50
the celebrated upholstererand poet of London. round, first disclosing and then conceal- tune. Jefferson was well off when he
Ontonagon .....
538.00 The floor is carpeted with rich Brussels in
ing this gash. The blood, forced up- went into public life. He inherited
dred men, and add largely to the population of Osceola .........
1,034.50 small patterns ; the chimney places are decoward by the arterial movements, spurted 1,900 acres which he increasedto 5,000.
Otsego .........
our city.
26.50
rated with tiles in antique designs, and on the
Ottawa .........
5,482.00
fountain-likeupward from one to two His income, independent of his farm
A Gebman employed in the lumber camp of PresqueIsle....
54.50 mantels,which are of vari-colored marble, are
revenue, was $8,000 a year. His wife's
vases
decorated
in
rich
and
vivid
colors.
The
Roscommon
James Mee, a few miles east of this village,
8.50
Saginaw .......
7,873.60 furniture,though modern, is heavy and covb dowry was $40,000 in cash. Had he left
says the Sherman Pioneer, was instantly lolled
Sanilac ........ ............. 6,834
3,417.00 ered with rich dark stuff. On the whole,
pubho life alone add tended to his real
last Saturday by a pair of logging wheels pass- Schoolcraft..^,
142.50 scarcely any more luxurious dwelling-place
of the gallows, which was in many places estate he would have been a rich man.
Shiawassee ..... .............. 7,620
3,813.00
ing over him. He has been employed on this
could be devised, even with our modern comSt. Blair .......
7,844.60
sprinkled with the blood. The welling His public career closed in 1809, For
river for several years, and was industrious and St. Joseph ..... ............. 8,902
4,451.00 fort-producinginventions. Somehow it gives
one a firmer belief in the reality of that roman- life-blood poured from the wound down nineteen years he was absent from MbnTuscola ........
3,284.50
respectedby all who knew him, By industry
Van Burtn ____
6,038.0Q tic period in English histoir-the Elizabethan the front of the body and trickled from ticello, and seven of these years were
and good habits he had saved considerable Washtenaw ..... ............. 12,941
6,470.50 era— to behold this admirable representation of the feet, forming a pool directly beneath
spent abroad. Ho returned to find his
24,017.50 the solid comfort and even splendorof the avemoney, which he had placed out on interest. Wayne .........
Wexford .......
375.00 rage country gentleman of those days. It is the body. This recitaldoubtlessseems estate ruined, his property souandered,
He had made arrangements to go on the road
and his fortune scattered. AU attempts
a bit of the times of “ Good Queen Bess," lift- full of horror, but it falls far short of
Total ........
$223,969.00
as supply teamster after that week’s work had
ed out of the din past, and set dotrii bodily be- tho reahties of the scene. For some two to retrieve his fortune were in vain : he
been finished, and thus the dangers that are
fore us. Col. Herbert Sand ford, the British minutes the arterial gushings of blood was adjudged a bankrupt. New York
MaJ. McLaughlin’s Training.
incident to the woodsman he was to thereafter
The Toledo Commercial has the following Executive Commissioner,and his coadjutor, continued, and the slow dripping of city sent him a donation of $8,500, and
Prof. Thomas F. Archer, F. R. S. E., are exavoid, and the load that proved so fatal was to concerningMaj. McLaughlin,, of Detroit,
blood continued a little longer. Drs. other cities were alike generous. Jacktremely courteousand obliging, and have won
be his last. And, alas, it proved too true. We whoee second collar and elbow contest with highly favorable opinions from our people Woodward and Jewett then stepped un- son had a style of his own. Like a good
soldier he lived within his income. At
bohevo he has no relatives in this State.
Martin is to take place at Whitney's opera- since they have been among u*. They have der the gallows and made their examinacertainly done their work here in the most ad- tion of the body. The knot of tho rope the Rips Raps in the summer, in a low
Detboit Post : A wealthy and eccentric house, June 22 :
mirable manner, and Great Britain will have
had been placed under Frost’s left ear, farm-house, coat off, feet in slippers,
resident of Monroe has built him a church at
“The champion wrestler of tho world, whose every reason to be proud of the results of their
almost around to the center of tho neck. a cob pipe in his mouth, he gave audithe village of Ida, to illustratehis ideas of what recent exhibition here gave us our first glimpse labors.
Frost was a man of no especial muscular ence to embassadors. Van Boren hod a
WILL THE EXPOSITIONPAY ?
a model Christianchurch should be. Back of of scientificoollar-and-elbow
wrestling, is now
Yes ! as soon as tho agricultural interests are development, and, though he weighed private fortune of his own. Pierce, by
the pulpit he has placed a large wooden slab, at his homo in Detroit,pursuing an active attended to, the fanners of the Middle States
but 120 pounds, the drop was enough rigid economy, carried $50,000 out ai
grained in imitation of marble, and bearing course of training in preparationfor his com- will come en maw, and from the Western
not only to break his neck, but to sever the White-house.
this remarkable inscription: “No man will ing match with Martin, at that city. From Slates they will flock to the grandest fair the
the spinal column entirely, leaving the
world has ever seen. Many will oome from
be allowed to preach in this church who the lips of his taskmaster,Ben. Hogan, the
the South. The general impressionprevailing body hanging by the integuments of the
How to Put Down Chinamen,
preaches from manuscript, who does not kneel Commercial is enabled to present the pro- throughout the country, that railroadfares rear portion only. The body was allowed
The extreme measures resortedto by
while praying,who belongs to any secret so- gramme in full. He walks, on an average, will be reduced, is holding many back
to hang a few minutes after the examitho great rush from the • South nation by the doctors, when it was the anti-Ohinese element of the Pacific
ciety, or who has his life insured in any way,” fourteen miles per dim. Arising at 6 a. m. he
will begin
July, and continue
This rule is said to be rigidlyenforced,and sets out on a five-mile heat This completed, throughout the summer and fall. In the city lowered and carried from beneath the coast is likely to create a revulsion
throughout the country in the interest
the consequence is that the building, other- a tussle with pulley-weightsfor an hour brings of Philadelphia,but few of the citizens attend gallows.
of the Mongolians.The anti-coolie
wise commodious, rarely has any tenants, and his system into readiness for tho receptionof regularly, as, like all things near home, tho
California Land Barons.
clubs of San Francisco are doing all that
many will postpone, and then they are aware
is more conduciveto ridicule than devotion.
breakfast. Then comes a little Kehoe exerof tho unfinished condition of the work, and
The possessions of those immense in their power lies to bring on a riot
The moral of it all seems to be that one man cise, followed in rotation by a determined on- await its completion.But from tho 15th of
land proprietors, Messrs. Miller A Lux, which could only result in the wholesale
doesn't make a church any morothan one swal- slaught
bean and sand bags. June to the close of the Exhibition, I feel as- extend a distance of sixty-eight miles, butchery of the inoffensiveAsiatics.
sured that paying assemblages will be in order,
low does a summer.
Next, be tackles his trainer or any one who has
and that the attendance will be sufficient to and this body in from five to forty miles One plan— adopted by the South San
Adam Cboneb, a young man who came to the temerityto face him with the “mittens." amply compensate, in dollars and cents, the wide. On the east side they have other Francisco dab— is to starve out the of“Body exercises,"consistingof swaying mo- proprietors’interestsfor their outlay. I be- smaller tracts. Henry Miller, who takes fensive pig-tails.The way this is to be
Battle Creek about two years ago and who led
tions
of the head and form, and rapid arm lieve tho Exhibitionwill not alone be remunera- personal charge of the real estate of the accomplished is as follows: A special
quite a singularand romantic life, died on Suntive from a financial stand-point, but will pay
firm, here and in other ports of the committee was appointed to keep np an
movements,
ensue ; after which a rock-salt
day evening, of last week, at the residenceof
a thousand-foldin its teachings, in the varied
State, displays a wonderful executive espionage and report the names of all
Edward Packer, in that city, from quick con- bath, winding up with vigorous rubbing of tie fields of utilityaud ornament.
ability, and furnishes employment to persons who patronized the Chinese, and
, MISOEIiANT.
sumption. For several years he followed the skin, consumee the time until dinner, at 12
Hon. D. J. Morrell was re-elected Chairman hundreds of men. He has what is known an immense blackboard was erected in a
life of a sailor, during which time he visited o’clock. Now comes a short period of rest,
of the Executive Committee : A. T. Goshorn. as the 44 Home Ranch ” and the 44 Canal conspicuous place, on which the names
many differentcountries and traveled over a and again the champion undergoes a vigorous Director General : George W. Biddle, Solicitor;
Ranch,” besides several dairy ranches on of all persons who deal with the Chinese
arge extent of the glolie. He was employed rubbing down. Gymnastics of every kind, in- John L. Campbell, Secretary of the Commisthis body of land. -He keeps an army of is posted. The young men pledged
ALdBT
’
cluding
foot-ball
playing,
wrestling,
jumping,
in the United States naval service nearly four
The Syrianshave a bazar, near the Turkish carpenters,wagon-makers,, fence-build- themselves not to act as the escort of
years, and while at sea was engaged in many running and the like, bring 4 o’clock around,
pavilion, erected by five natives of Jerusalem, ers, teamsters, farm hands, etc., not any young lady who patronizes the
serious conflicts, from which he fortunately when a sponge-bath is taken, and his lordship of oriental woods. The sides are yellow, the
omitting detectives,and it is said he Chinese washermen, and me young ladies
escaped without ever being wounded. He was skips out for another stroll This terminated, roof olive green, the cornices blue aud gold. knows what all of them are about This in turn offer to cleanse gratis the dirty
The attaches are en costume,and have on exa cigarmaker by trade, and during his residence supper fills a hiatus in time and man, and then
year the average of grain is not so larae linen of gentlemen mends who will
hibition and for sale bijoutryin olive wood
in Battle Creek he had suffered constantlyfrom tne patient becomes his own master until 9
from the Mount of Olives, banks of the Jor- as in some former years, being only cease to take it to the 4* washed house ”
ill-health. He was remarkablyinteresting in o’clock, when he retires. His food is of tho don, Hebron and Bethlehem, comprising Jan, about 8,000 acres. There are oil the of detested John. The plan seems to
sleeve buttons,canes, work-boxes, and premises 2,500 acres of alfalfa, from work satisfactorily,as at latest reports
his conversation, having possessed a peculiar simplest kind. Tobacoo and liquor arc provaried ornaments. A Dragoman, David which last season three crops were taken he earaums of the Chinese in Bonth San
faculty of relating his experience in various hibited— an unnecessary restriction with the
Jamal, is in charge.
parts of the world ; and being an invalid, and Colonel, who has never indulged in either.
T3ie Bureau of Agriiculture offer tfca follov- and the fields twice pastured ; there are Francisco had been reduced to an aversomewhat eccentricin bis nature,the sympa- After contestingthe matches now in prospect ing prizes First bast cow $250, seooud bes. also 1,400 acres just sown the present age of twenty-fivecents a week.
thies of all his acquaintanceswere aroused in he will resume his old professionof railroad- cow $100. For first beat herd $300. The scale season. We are informed by one of
of points to he adopted by the club is founded Miller’s men that there were two strings
his behalf. Ho had parents residing in Cleve- ing. Woetotramps who try to beat their passInferior Beings.
Governmentinforms him

that he is entitled to
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upon that of the Royal Jersey society.
of fence on the land, eaoh sixty-eight
4 4 It is indeed remarkable, ” said a noble
The field trials of mowing machines, tedder
miles long, besides the various cross
and
hay
rakes
will
take
place
on
grounds
near
Ho was buried by the Odd Fellows on the afterBurlingtonian,
sitting in his parlor conDetroit Frlcea Current.
Bchenck’s station, on tho Pennsylvania rail- fenoes. To give some idea of the cattle versing with a few visitors, 44 most renoon of Monday, and that same evening his
@ 4 75
road, between Philadelphiaand Trenton, from belonging to this voung kingdom, we
markable, that in all ages, the records of
mother arrived.
:
f J
75
Juno 15 to 30, and the trials of reapers from were informed that this year they brand.. —
fi9 (A 30
which are bright with the glorious music
July
5
to
15.
Few writers of the English language are Butter, per lb ....................14
18
ed 25,000 Calves. Aside from owning a of masters whose names are written on
I spoke of Australia.' Few people are aware
Cabbage,
per
100 ................. 8 00 @ 8 25
masters of such a happy style as the gifted reof the. importance of this called island, but, large interest in the San Joamiin and every page of the world’s history in letClorer aeed, per tm ............... 8 25 0 8 50
porter of the Midland Independent is possessed Calve*, each ...........
..... 5 00 $0 50
instead, a continent. Auetealiahas an area Kings River canal, which runs from the
ters of gold, no woman has ever witten
of 2,400 miles from east to west, 1,700 miles mouth of the Fresno slough to Los
of. Witnes* the, following extract descri^
nJo
Isljj
from north to south, coast line 8,000 miles, Banos creek, a distance of forty miles, an opera or composed an oratorio that
tive of the recent fire in that town. It is from
could link her name to undying fame.
and possesses one of the greatest natural wonan extra edition:“And now appeared one Dreseed chicken*, per lb ..........lava 13
Miller A Lux are also constructing a In the very walks of art, where one
ders in the world on the northeastcoast. Great
Drewed turkey*, per lb ........... u
15
of the most terrible and magnificent spectacles Dried apples,per lb ..............
8
9
Barrier reef, length 1,000 miles, 850 of which canal on the eastsideofthe San Joaquin, would suppose woman should reign upon
EKg*,perdoa ....... ] ....... ..... n
is unbroken, all of which is of coralline struct- which is intended to take water from
it was ever our lot. to witness. The whole
an undivided throne, she is little mpre
ure. It is no wonder so important and inter- some of the numerous slough* in that
.........
.....
18
00
broad and high front of the Internationalhotel
than a menial, an humble attendantwaitesting a member of the family of colonial na....................
17
20* tions should be representedby so distinguish- region and overflow their pasture-landin ing upon, and meekly snbject to, the
was wrapped— as in its winding-sheet— in bno
ed a Commissionerand superb collodion of the dry season,. The . mouth of Salt, or whims of her master, who*-— "i! Just
articlesfrom the natural and industrial forces
then a woman’s voice from the back yard
------of that country. It ia well to have the virtues
25
split the April air like the sweep of a
pliancee to stay ite coorae, atooped towaidThfe ®oTper lb . ::V.V.::::V.V.V.V.
7* of Argus in your inspection of the beauties and slough stands one of Miller's ware- saber: 44 John Jenkins 1 You oome here
earth in the eddy of the wind with a hortiiof
wonders of the Exhibition, as a hundred eyes
houses, which has a storage capacityof
will aerve yog f but remember that don’t touch
1,200 tons of wheat, and which is *
is, or should be, upon each article, and think of
Briareus, with his hundred anna, for it teems twenty miles iipm ,hk printipal ware- the committee rose, and the n<
fi per oeatal**•»*••*§•••••
head, it arose, towering almost to the
as if some visitorshad as many, eo deftly and houses. —Stooklm Newspaper.
lingtonian being exenaed bytn
oloada, Ipf-al^ It needed ho fervid t
oftahtimw do they break the ruling of
consent, the house soon aftmr adjourned.
A
gihl
in
Fulton
county,
III,
sheared
hands offi
imaginationthen to ffieoorer witliM the
, amber, per bu...
—Burlington Hawk-Eye.
Tho Oommiaaionhas adjourned to July 1st 1 thirteen sheep in two hours,
land, O.,

whom he had not seen
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for years.
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MR. BLAINE AS A LEADER.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
; — - «»»
Satukday, June
>'»*

(

he waits time passes, the election is over,

and the suspected candidate;no matter
how unjustly suspected, is defeated.
It is said that Mr. Blaine made a profound impression in the House of Representativesyesterday, the nomination was
not to be made then and there. It is to be
made in Cincinnati,a few days hence,

Mr. Blaine gained a personal rather than

the House of Repre-

a political victory in

10, 1876.

sentativeson

Monday. Of

the personal

victory there can be no question.

Centennial.

From a
many

defensive attitude— in the minds of

persons a hopelessly defensive one— he

AaerloM HiAorio»l Erenti.

suddenly sprang into an aggressive posiJune

10,

down upon his opponents in a
What
way which carried the spectatorswith
is not
him, as a member of the minority of the

“
“

“The Oorbella” destroyed.

13,

1868,

18,

1864, Sanguinary battle

“
“

‘14,

16,
16,

more

to the purpose,

Dry

sentatives.The impression to be made in

House, proved that the combined majority

Cynthi

-

FOUBTH

-

-

mi.

07

and angry retort
by no means among

be proved by the Excited

Mr. Knott, himself

call of

people assembled en

mam

on Friday evening

Hall,

the Mayor the
in Kenyon's

last, to

their views about celebrating the
of

express

to

Fourth

point of a pistol

July. The meeting organlied by

the

impugn Mr.

may

special

to clever

electionof Mayor Van Landegend as chair- a man not to know that the time wheq
man, and W. Benjaminse as secretary.
swagger of that kind could hurt its object
After some short speeches, debates and or help the swaggerer became historical
was adopted to raise the sixteen years ago. His speech in the

cross-firingit

necessary funds by voluntary subscription. House, however, showed the effect of
The Mayor was empowered to appoint a Blaine’s blows, the heaviest of which ftere
committee of thirteen to arrange and car- aimed at KodU’s own head. No explanary out the details.

tion founded upon suspicion

The following are the committee
pointed,and after organizing stand

or anything

ap-

equally vague will break the force of the

ar-

exposure of the seeming unfairness of sup-

ranged as follows:

favor. The reading of

was an effectivechallenge and the

WAIsTTEID.

Alumni Association.

Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.

There will be a meeting of the Alumni
of the Academic Department of Hope College, in the College Chapel at 3 o’clock in
the afternoonon Tuesday, 37th Inst.
The committee will make arrangements
for a Collation at 8 o’clock in the evening
of the same day.
Wm. A. Shields, Sec.
Hope College, June 2, ’76.

Holland, Mich., November 5,

^

Extensive

or the belief that they coutaiued

anything

them published.
and more was in the nature of a

All this

personal victory; but we are unable to see

n yesterday’sproceedings any political
>roflt for Mr. Blaine. So far as racent
nvestigationsand disclosuresaffect his
standing in bis party, particularly in

re-

spect to his nominationfor President,
they aflect

it

by offering occasion

which no wise party will voluntarily cany

1876.

nto

so

severe

a contest

as that which

1876.

*

And keep a

am again prepared

run excursions from here to
the month of
to

will

Vice Presidents— W. Dlekema, Holland; J. 0. not be hard for them to show that, after
Van Hee*, Zeeland; H. Cook, Overtjesel; G. W.
Mokma. Fillmore; B. Neerken, Laketown; A. Ste- the smoke of yesterday’s charge has clearginga, Olive; O. L. Whitney, Robinson; D. Te ed off and its noise has died away, the
Roller,Holland.

Marshal—W. H. Joslin.

W.

this gallant flank

The

PH0GRAMME"0F EXERCISES.

transactions

him.

They

refer to

which so far as they ever

which he was Interested with Fisher the

At the stand the followingexercises will take
place:
Sin
iging-<by200 voices) “Hall Colombia.’’
Prayer—Rev. A. T. Stewart, D. D.
Mnslc— Holland City Cornet Band.
Reading of Declaration ot Independence— I. Fairbanks, Esq.
Singing— Whittier's Centennial Ode.

to silence the

opponents of Mr. Blaine—

indeed, there has been produced anything
to satisfy impartial observers—that

we

doubt whether he gained a politicalvictory yesterday. If the Republicans were

Rev. H. Ulterwilk.
8!nglng-bv the Choir.
HistoricalAddress— G. Van Schelven, Esq.
Doxology— by Choir.
d)

ness of the

TOURNAMENT.

Democrats—not

Holland, Oct.

1878.

At 2 o'clock in the afternoon, tor the contest of a
He has succeeded in putting the great masilver championmedal, offered by the Common
Cooncil.
jority of the House of Representativesup-

have behavminority. Poor Mr.

Review and Parade by the HollandSoldiers Union. on the defensive, so that they

ed

LAKE EXCURSIONS.

like

a

pitiful

There will be ample opportunityfor excnralons Knott, rubbing his sore shoulders,said
on Black Lake and Lake Michigan. Steamboats
that a stranger would be at a loss to dewill leave the docks at the city every boar.
cide whether Blaine waa Speaker of the

FIREWORKS.

House or a mere member. This was an
The day will be closed with a brilliantdisplay of
Fireworks In the evening, at the Grand Stand. unintentionalrecognition of mastery. It
The Cornet Band and the choir will be In attendance and enliven the occasion with an open air implied the boldness, the aggressiveness

—

Concert.

the arrogance, perhaps— which,

COMMITTEE OpIrRANGEMENTS.

however

disagreeable to the other side, are valua-

Dr. B. Ledeboer, K. bchaddelee, W. Dlekema, H. ble qualificatlqpa for leadershipsMr.
D. Post, J. Kramer, Geo. W. McBride,W.
Joelln, A. M. Kantera,G. J. Dlnkeloo,Jacob Van Blaine has been the obvious Republican
Putten, J. H. McVicar, W. Wakker, L Fairbanks.
leader in the House of Representatives.

I

2-w

DeFeyter Bro

PRINTING!

!

ETEW

Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds

MATERIAL
EECEIVED AT
-the

-

ws”

“nsriE

JOB OFFICE.
Our

Job

facilities for

Print-

ing are unequaled in this

and we are at

all

He has been successful in putting

a

minor-

ity In the attitude of a majority, in “worSan Francisco, June 4— The train ar- rying the Democrats’’— an occupation
rived at the end of Oakland wharf, which
which outside spectatorshave] regarded
is within the city limits of San Francisco,
not without amusement.
at 9:86 o’clock A. M.—36 minutes leas
The Republicans,just now, however, are
than 84 hours; arrived at the wharf oi
not looking for a leader upon the floor of
this aide at 9:45 A. M., and at 9:52% the
Congress. They are looking for a leader

passengers alighted in the court ofA the

in a

Palace Hotel, dusty and travel-worn, but

hard and doubtful political struggle.

city,

times prepar

ed to execute

ALL KINDS OF

The

job punrrmG
Promptly and Neatly
IN

THE

actual aver-

PBIHTING.

PRICE LISTS,

date who stands silently before the people

fatally bruise the

the mountains the Central Pacific Compa-

own

to

coaches to

need aaying

candidate.

It is to plain

that the availablecandi-

date now— available in the best sense of

break the train. There was no accident

the term— must not only be sn honest man,

any kind throughoutthe trip. Shortly one who
after breakfast was served, to which influof

.

army and navy

officers,

representatives of the prara, railroad offl

vited- A
**
on the arrival of the train at the wharf. '

I

°

t-

<

<S°
m d

u

gw
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We have put

np In our woods, (on the Lake Shore
Road, two miles West of the white school-house on
the Grand Haven road) a first-class portable saw-mill
which Is now in good running order, and can serve
the public at any time with all kinds of building
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the
same wherever wanted.
We can lengthen out so as to saw 40 feet, and
will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Our facilitiesfor getting out deck planks and
any kind of ship timber are unequaled.
All bills will be filled promptly and with despatch, and a fair dealing can be relied upon. Custom sawing done at bottom fignres.
All kinds of Farm Products,taken in pay for
lumber and sawing, Also Wood, Bark and Railroad Ties, when delivered at our Pier on Lake

-b
if tf'd
o

d

<r>r-nOT

Michigan, or oo any of the docks along Black
Lake.
Holland, Mich., March 12.
4-tf

187b.

*
B. F. HIGGINS,
PHOTOGRAPHER, D

All work bnmished and finishedin the latest style.
Old and Faded Pictures Copied. Enlarged and
worked up in India Ink. Oil or Water Colors.
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And

a full line in Ladies’

Furnishing Goods,

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

and

is conscious

of

his

j

*

_

man whoea
pK

honesty cannot be Impugned with any

om

th^hM

wait for time to vindicate

him— for while

Parasols, Fans,

Hats

for

50 Cents and Upward.

TAOS, de

Programmes,
Handbills,

Gall and

Examine. Ho Trouble

to

Show Goods.

Law Blanks,

honesty and

will establish it, but alto be a
______ ____ ______
m

Summer Shawls,
and Kid Gloves.

Cloaking, Spring and

All the latest styles in Ties, Ruchlngs, Collars end Cufl's, and a full assortment of
Edgings, Standard Trimmings, Zephyrs, Germantown Wool aud Canvas.

Etc., Etc., Etc

waits patiently in the conviction that time

ential citizens,

&

+->

CARDS,

the

shoes on the Pennaylvania cars, and In
ny pat on two of their

o

>

1875. SPRING’ AND
SUMMER. 1876.
'

COMMERCIAL

bater cannot be so well borne by a candi-

Ogden to Oakland
in hour. Considera-

experiencedon

<2

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.

for their inspection. The debater may
Central submit to hard knocks, and bide his time
Pacific from the wearing out of the break
to return them with interest, which would

ble trouble was

Produce.

§1

They are looking for a candidate for Pre-

age running time from

wharf was 41% miles

Wood

of

Eighth St. Holland, Mich.

LETTER HEADS,
in good health and spirits. Locomotive
sident. It Is scarcely necessary to say that
NOTE HEADS,
No. 49 brought the train through from for a leader of this kind qualificationsdifBILL HEADS,
Ogden, with the assistance of an additionferent from those which we have menal engine in crossing the Sierras. The
STATEMENTS,
tioned are needed. The rough usage
time from Ogden to San Francisco was 88
which does not harm a parliamentary deENVELOPES,
hours and 52 minutes.

s,

DEALERS IN

H

Bumitt’ifut Train.

28, 1875.

Persons owing said firm will please settle their
account, as soon as possible. JOHN ROOST.

a very difficult

thing to do, ill-natured persons may say.

FIRST WARD.

1875.

JOHN ROOST
JOHN A ROOST.

JUST

—

Country Produce!

Dw

gress they would find him in Mr. Blaine.

Several times he has exposed the weak-

—IN THE

The undersignedannounces to the Public that
he has finishedhis new Meat-Market, and is now
ready to supply his customers with all kinds of
Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair dealing he feels confident of giving satisfaction to all
those who wish to favor him with part of their
trade.
Our aim Is to pay the Highest Market Price for
The stand 1* one door west of G. J. Haverkate&
all klnds of Country Produce, and we make this a Son's Hardware Store.
specialty.We n*-verrefuse to buy anythingIn this
Holland, April 2,
W. BCTKAU.
line. Our connections are such that we can always pay the highestjnices.

v

looking for a leader upon the floor of Con-

Prop’r.

MEAT MARKET

Retail.

ill

given that the co partner-ship
1
heretofore existing and known as the firm of
John Roost & Son Is dissolved by mntaal consent.
All claims
said firm, and all claims against
said firm are to be aettledwith John Roost.

if,

MINDERHOUT,

W.

Are dealt In very extec livelyby us. and all orders
are promptly filled and delivered.

VTOTICE 1* hereby

doubt remains.
It is because nothing has beeu produced

'

J.

for one of the largest mannfacturicsIn the country and sell cigars at

was ever any doubt about the rightfulness
of his posession of the railroad bonds in

the

We have the agency

Dissolution Notice.

1st,

up on

ed with the Hotel.

CIGARS! CIGARS!

Pic-nics

Holland, Mich., June

fitted

ground floor. Livery connect-

& Church Wholesale and

still. If there

it

room has been

’-'O-

letters do not convict Blaine, but

needed explanationneed

The Grand Procession will form in the forenoon
at 9 o'clock,and will leave the foot of Eighth str.
and march to the place of assembly. The procession will be led bv representations of the aboriginal race, followedby the 18 Original Stater, Goddess of Liberty, Soldiers' Union. Civic Associations, City officers, Fire Department, Trades

was before

movement was made.

neither do they acquit

The dsy will be nsheredin by the ringing ofbells
and a National salute at annrise.

it

Floor.

Agents a large and well lighted sample

Provisions.

take

Sunday-School

and

For the convenienceof Commercial

^Crockery aud

sommer I will take small parties down In the
morning and back at night for THREE DOLLARS. Larger parties,FIVE DOLLARS.
Having fitted oat a large barge, which '
will carry from 800 to 400 persons,
.

on First

Office

Hats & Caps,

Black Lake,
I

new

fall line of

Dry Goods,
I

are spacious and

elegant furniture.
;

;

in a manner appropriateto the occasion.
For Fifteen dollars Instead of Twenty dollar* as
The citizensof the surroundingtowns and ?ut an end to. The question is not what
heretofore. Thankingall my former patron*, I
villages are cordially Invited to join with
do Mr. Blaine’s friends say and believe, solicit their Ikvon again this season, as the price is
us in a proper celebration of that day.
very low.
but what will his enemies say, aud with
FRANK R> BROWER, Captain.
OFFICERS OF THE DAY.
Holland,Mich., June 2, 1876.
what
plausibility
can
they
say
it.
It
will
President— Dr. B. Ledeboer.

matter rests just about where

The Rooms

well furnished with

mmsms

nsinuations, doubts and mysteries are not

Hr.

The Proprietorannounces to the Pubic that no
pains will be spared by him iO make this House
FIRST-CLASS in every respect.

We; ha vo on hand> large stock of

1876.

is

The Centennial anniversary of the Amer- mpeuding. No critic is silenced or de
ican Republic will be observed by the citiprived of his opportunityby Mr. Bla.ne’s
zens of
brilliantdemonstration. The suspicions,
HOLLAND

FIREMEN'S

SONS,

River Street, Holland, Mich.

for sus- This

dcions, insinuations,doubts and mysteries

FOURTH OF JULY.

etc.

HOLLAND, MICH-

At the Store of

letters

ble to seeing

PROGRAMME:

Unions,

CITY HOTEL,

Trade,

WERKMAN &

so dreadful that suicide would be prefera-

Kramer.
Committee on Firework*and Salute:
K. Bchaddelee.
Committee on Stand* and Platforms:
Wm. Wakker.
Committee on Toornament:
J. Kramer.

Assistant Marshals— Wm. Van Putten,W.
Barks, J. Ten Eyck, J. Kramer.

1875.

themselves show that their was no ground

J.

1770.

•HOEIiADTD, MICJH.

goticcjj.

Mulligan letters

the

etc.

We invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can .satisfy all who
wish to purchase.

pressing testimonywhich told in Blaine’s

Dr. B. Ledeboer,Chairman.
A. M. Kantera. Secretary.
W. H. JobIId, Treasorer.
Committee on Finance*:
K. Bchaddelee,W. Dlekema, J. Van Fatten.
Committee on Oroands:
B. Ledeboer,J. Van Landegend, K. Schaddelee.
Committee on Invitation:
H. D. Post, A. M. Kantera.
Committee on Procession:
W. H. Joelln.
Committee on Printing:
Q. Van Schelven.
Committee on Mnalc:

Feed,

Use Caution.— In calling for that ex-

or in any other way,”
is

Groceries,

RIVER STREET.

Blaine’s honesty, “at the

be incorrect.Mr. Knott

Capaj;

Provisions

the least able of the members of the House.

Pursuant to the

Hats &

«,

cellent Saleratus, D^B. DeLand& Co.’s
Beet Chemical, be sure you get what you
call tor, as in consequence of its success
The report that after the debate Mr. Knott there are many imitations in the market.
passionately declaredthat he was willing It is better than Soda or Baking Powder.
of

Notions and Trimmings,

Clothing,-1
Crockery, Flour A
Stoneware,

-

-

(foods,
Goods,
Furnishing

a five months* canvass upon the people Is

'

tablished.

trade, go

DEALERS IN

House of Repre-

to be held In the

sec a well assorted stock

DUURSEMA& EOFTERS,

the election

was no match for him in boldness, brillia differentmatter. To be successful it must
ancy
and dash. In the dramatic circum1777, National Flag adopted by
be made by a man who is entirely clear in
Congress.
stances of ’the attack and for a moment be
things in which Mr. Blaine, Is not clear.—
1849, James JL Polk died.
was master of the situation.If there was
N. J. Evvning Pent, June, 7.
1890, District of Columbia es- no other evidence, of his success it would
ana, Ky.

“

at

is

to

of Goods for the Fall and Winter
and call at the store of

after a careful review of the politicalfield.

1861, Confederatevictory at Great
tion, bore
Bethel.

!! 11 1883, Gen. Thomes Sumter died.

you wish

Color and Ornamental printing. Call and
examine specimens and prises.
All kinds

of-

Agents for the Sale of E. Butterick ft Co’s Patterns of Garments and their celebrated Shears and Scissors.

L &

S.

VAN DEN BEEGE,

EIQHTH STREET

HOLLAND, MICK.
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Cardinal Antonclli’s health

Rev. Pieters is slowly recovering.

'afottinfl

is

regarded
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as critical.

Tuk Mammouth Cave of Kentucky is

-

and other property.

Some
is dull

of our city doctors tell us that

it

and distressinglyhealthy.
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A prayer book

offered for sale, together yvith the hotels
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“Elegantlyfurnished rooms

&

to rent in

a

family consisting of two floors” is part «»f

The weather has been

H.

Seward, in Auburn, N.

Y.

the farmers and cltiisenswere treated
List

to a refreshing rain.

was
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in the late
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to carry

BAKING & CONFECTIONERY

heavy mort-

-

—

gentlemanasked her what

letters remaining in the Post the

of

Office nt Holland, Mich., June

Watchmakers

A Jewelers,
succeeded to the
continue
Banktailiiif, Cor. Eighth and Rtoei 8t.

The undersignedbaa

At the same old stand on Eighth street, in
the City of Holland. 1 guarantee tha
Public that at all times they will
—
find me supplied with a full
A bright young lady gave her slow
Hue of goods such as
lover a delicate leap-year hint the other
should be kept In a
evening. In the course of conversation

ing the past week, until Thursday evening, ted with a large floral cross.

when

away

storm was because there was

Itmded with flowers, which were surmoun-

hot and dry dur-

said the only reason

dwelling was not blown

On Decoration Day the grave of Wil- gage on
liam

pub-

ahoye business,and

A man

A. Steketee’s new double an advertisementin u morning newspaper.

Broek’s.

a London

lisher.

store is nearing completion; also Dre. Ajinia

weighing,poly one

ounce Is announced by

FIRST-GLASS bakery.

form; of

marriage she thought the most beautiful.

1876:

Fresh Bread, Biscuits, Rusks, Crackers

William J. De Cou, Martin August 01- Her quick reply was: “I should care little of all kinds, Cakes, Pastrr; also Rye
Branch will be nowhere this year,
for form. The substance seems of more Bread, Graham and Boston Brown Bread.
they say. Newport has captured the son C. Smith.
All special orders will be promptly filled.
importance.” That girl wears an engageWm. Verbkkk, P. M.
fashionables.The fatal trouble with Long
Loire

Branch Is too

much

understand that they are making

undertow.’Vp*

bosses, and too heavy an

^

v

'

in the village ot Zee-

tAm

-

r r., "iz;
necessary to tske

down some

“Howecsze third term?” asked Dom
Plain and Fancy Candles,a full assortPedro of Grant, during his call at the ment of Nuts and such other notions In
White House. The Emperor was evi- this line as will lender this establlshmen

extensive preparations for the celebration

Some California strawberries a.*e to bey)f the Fourth 0f July

d/They an

Assorted Confeciionery.

ment ring now.

man^

politics; too

of the fences JLseqnen.ly we cannot publish

i

it.

-«. - r -
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~

~

complete iu

this respect.

s REFRESHMENTS.

,ul’ieC''

with a bcautUiil itock of everything
pertaining to ft complete

looklng a'
long faces produced by the question, with
<,e,lcsle

"

and

Oysters by the can or dish, cove oysters, Jewelry
Variety Store.
Just as we are going to press we are in- surprise he said : “0, pardon me, I ze by sardines, lobsters, cheese and canned
One of our Saugatuck friends informs formed that three buildingswere burned your solemn faces zot ze third term w dead, fruits.
Silver Ware,
us that Capt. L. 0<»ats, well known here, in the city of Muskegon on Thursday last, Tim bad, too bad.”
Coffee and Tea Kill be served at al
Plated Ware,hours.
is doing a successfulbusiness in fishing
and the tow boat Alice Getty on the day
Watches, Clocks,
The Golden Rule thinks that the popular
with a steamtug fitted out for the purpose,
before,two of her crew barely escaped
Jewelry, and
rage to hear great sermons operates disand that he has cleared over $2,000 this
with their lives, and no clew could be aqjrously upon the ministry, and says that
The former patronage of the Public is
Musical Instruments.
spring in that business.
found of the origin of the fire.
“some of our best talent has already been respectfullvsolicited.
We request all of onr old friends to come and aee
G. J. A. PE88INK.
Among the distinguished gentlemen who
pushed into a premature grave by sermonna In oar new place and satisfythemselves•• to
Late Dutch papers announce the death
Holland, Mich., Nov. 26, 1875.
the above.
loving congregations.”, More’s the pity
called upon us during the past week, we
of the Hon. Grocn van Prinsterer, late
may mention the Hon. Schuyler Colfax,
that the minister didn't know better than
Mr. J. Wykhnlacn.has established himself with
member of the Stntes-General of the Kingus, and will bo pleasedto see his old easternHon. H. B. Moore, of Saugatuck; Chas. J.
to allow himself to be pushed beyond his
ers aud friendscontinue thelrformer favor*. '>
dom of the Netherlands. He was the
Pfuff, Fred Vos and F. Hidde, of Grand
powers. Such men are better off in
Christian champion of the Conservative
All Repairing will
Neatly
Haven, and E. C. Reid of the Allegan Jour(Successors to M. P. Vissers.)
heaven.
element of that country, and was without

in order to get

them safely into the grounds^

—
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—

—

& TOBACCO.

CIGARS

Welton&Akeley,

be

nal.

a doubt the purest, ablest and most

Capt. Kimbal, of Michigan City,

was

in

town on Tuesday

who

last, stated that

his fishboat, Three Brothers,

was

valued at $300. He telegraphedto

The

elo-

watchdog
against the
encroaching , pnrsoo, one Dr. Guthrie, who has some
nmuuuujj agmuoi,
mv cu«,iwavi»ub
Roman Catholic or the aggressive Radical. kin(i ()f reputation among his own people,

"***”

and

The Examiner and Chronicle think that Scotch celebration of Sunday,” etc., etc.
towns along the Lake Shore without suc- if everyone who seeks settlement in the Evidently our very accurate contemporcess. There are hopes, however, that the ministry should give some proof of his ary knows little about the honored man of
thief was summarily dealt with by a squall ministerialcapacities as a preliminary| whom it writes, nor that he went to beavtrial of fitness, it might save him some dis- en some time ago. And how could it be
on Thursday night.
appointment,os sooner or later he must be expected to? This reminds us of a story.
M. Andre, a wealthy Parisian banker, itested by work, and abide the test as he A man once attempted to enter the House
gave a ball lately, the peculiarity of which may have grace and power to do. No of Representatives. As he was about
lay in the fact that, by means of hidden doubt many a good lawyer and business passing the door-keeper—said, ‘‘you canmechanism, the partition walls between the man has been spoiled in making a poor not pass, sir; unless you are a Member of
I

*

Strips of flooring fitted into the

----*
•

The Archbishop of York, in addressing
crowded meeting of friends of the ,

grooves, and the whole floor was suddenly

transformed
rmed into a ball-room.
:

Du (
Raalte has returned f™m \
journey to Toledo, O., and Buffalo, N. Y
lion by the best

gard
we

to

a

creasingly ;

re-

to

it

make,

was

a

humiliating confes-

aging. The treatmentwhich he had

prev-

Bolted Meal,
Bran, Corn,

Country Produce, Etc.

that during the time the

own

BOOTS & SHOES nmim

L.

The

salaries of Cabinet Ministers iu

in ofllce,

though

their exless

about Ibis

and

of the

worrying

E.

con-

HEROLD,

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

Gents,

-Hd-ly

Slooter

on what we do or that eminent politicians are rare. The
quired by his business, showered upon us.
do not do, provided we do not commit best men in America for the most part
On Thursday afternoona fire was dis\ suicide. Whether we live long or briefly prefer other careers. Now there are, speakcovered a littlesouthwest of our city, and on the earth is h matter that was largely tog broadly, only two motives that lead a
blowing directly towards us, with about Willed before wo were born. Onr ances- man to take up politics as his business—
the same favorable prospect for a first- ors and yours, reader, bad more to do with the hope of doing something for the State,
’71. The

Misses Wear. LOW PRICES
We

Holland, Jan.

iavet

we can

hope of doing something for him*
self. Very obscure men may undoubtedly

For CASH Only.

will also take Butter and Eggs In Exour goods. Goods will be
delivered inside of the City Limits
free of
,

Winter trade.

charge.

1,

1876.

CASHPORCORN and OATS.
SLOOTER A HIGGINS.

DOESBtma,
nn in mtm.

j. o.
NO.

ttud the

.

will sell at

change for

little

he solution of that problem than

fire

~

Which we

largely a matter of inheritance,uted on this principle, it is not wonderful

and depends very

& Higgins,

and Produce.

Youth and

like,

1874.

Flour, Feed, Groceries,

do something to shorten their days. But rounds himself with obscure Ministers,
it may do us all good to remember that With the great prizes in the race dlstribFull line for the
is

KOIICE1

SPRIET8MA & BON.

Holland, February 26,

‘

health, and living in dread lest they should an obscure First Magistrate.naturallysur-

longevity

Ml

Have jn.t removed to their new and capaclon.
.tore on the corner of Flab and 8th street, opposite
* -----Store,
-----where
- ----rill conco
Haverkate’s Hardwaw
we will
stantly keep on hand a foil stock of

Ladies,

Cabinet depends in a great measure

on the President, and as like loves

that as being injuriousto

OK

IONS

Cash Paid for Hides

office

by the constant increase of Job-work, re-

class conflagrationas in

AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.

-

being elected President. The composition

A great many people are

Misses

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,
AND

nent politicianwould stand any chanee of

seventy millions.

business we can add, without any fear of

have

-

which he had every rea | spicuously so than in America, where the
believe was correct,the nation spent payments are lower and the cost of living

business in his store. As to his wholesale

Gents,

Ladies,

Youths,

a calculation,

stock of gold-fish.Mr. Walsh still main-

We

of the Latest Styles of

It is

River Street, Holland.

in.

and he was advised to return home
n to
by waterand take his ease. He reached rone hundred and forty-five millions per greater. Yet no hint of corruption is ever
home in an exhausted condition. / annum in strong drink, whereas only two brought against an English public man.
millions were devoted to religious aud There are two reasons which seem to exIf you wish to see something handsome
benevolentinstitutions,and the total cost plain this difference.It is a commonplace
go to Walsh’s Drug Store and see his new
of the Government of the country was of American politics that no really emi-

volume, and may bi reckoned as one of

new stock of Goods has Jnst been opened, and
been*;
we can state to
^ the
... Public
- ----- that It iaa
---bought expressly for this season ot tt* year.

reply Tjie clergymandidn’t get

developed in a great degree. According penditure while

main,

contradiction that it is steadily growing in

—

A

Oats, Potatoes,

”

linking propensities of the nation had England are often inadequateto

scribed for himself was approved in the

combining beauty and

,

tertiperance organization

are sorry to say, is anything but encour-

abundant proof of this in our

BREYMAN.

Boots and Shoes.

& Feed,

Flour

-

wag the

1

had beengoingon
his complaint,the result of which, during the last six or seven years, the I

the institutions of Holland.

&

1875.

Provisions,

Church of England TemperanceSociety, | d0()r.keeper. “From the court of heaven,”
at Liverpool, lately, said it was a fact that 8ai(i the ciergyman) pointing to the zenith.
the people of England drank aud te^\“-weii(lw
reUiiionswith
with that
that court
court eir,
tir”
We have no
no relatione

thorough examina

Medical Faculties in

tains his reputation of

J08LIN

22,

Meiers Welton A Akeley have bought out the
continne
stock Had trade of M. P. VlMer*
---- and
...» will
... -------the
bnBlfieM at the old •land. If good goods aod
Congress,an ex-membpr, a Justice of the
low prices will coottnueto draw them thefr heavy
Onr intention ia to offer theae goods at low
Supreme Court, or a Minister from a for- trade they are sare to retain It. A general invitation price, and we request the trading public to call and
ia extendedto all to call and viilt the crippled auc- examine.
eign court
“I am a minister,” was the
tioneer.
Holland, November 11. 18T5.
reply. “From what court?” Inquired the

minister.

made to sink into the ground and disap-

where he underwent

Feb.

all the

splendid salons on the first floor could bo

pear.
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Groceries,

wanting in jadmiratlonfor the

is not

Holland, Mich.,

Dry Goods,

quent
ijutnii

stolen,

and Promptly executed.

DEALERS IN

CatholicReview speaks of “a Scotch

70,

• •

CROCKERY!

EIGHTH STREET.

date, I
tery of it before it should endanger us,
intend to devote to this line of
ty is a family trait Sobriety,and a re- a larger proportion of them than of abler
and a great many turned out, but only a
and Oils trade the necessary attention,
few volunteered to go aud work— and work ard for principles of hygiene, will not men will be likely to be actuated by the
Are sold as cheap at this Drug Store as at any and will keep on hand a comlecessarily insure long life. These may second. Putting patriotism and all slmithey did, untfl they had cleared up a wide
other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictly pare.,
naintain a condition of health and vigor, lar considerations aside, the ambitionof a
plete stock of White Granite
track through the rubbUhfor a lifie to
but length of life is largely determined by man of Mr. Calhoun’s or Mr. Webster’s Trusses,
and C. C. W are.
fight it on. Happily enough, rain set t
inheritance.
Longevity
is a talent. It may mark will have immeasurably less to do
Chamois
Skins,
toward evening, and no further troub
>i/
A liberal deduction to
alarm was given

to

go and obtain

the

mas-

The truth

is, as science teaches,

be improved

;

,

longev-

like any other talent, or

it

|

Ex- Alderman J. Aling expired on Mo
day morning, and 4ii8 funeral was take
charge of by the Odd Fellows, of whi
talent for long life may become a centenorder he was a member. /THU IMeral Was arian. A saddler aged 118, whose grandthe first one which that order was called father died at 112, and his father at 112,
-

upon to conduct, and we don’t hesitate to
it

I

was executed in very good or

was asked by Louis XIV
done

tet

erative io America

the absence of

of great hereditary wealth, or

men

are

men

Irt

to

every English cabinet there

whom

Counter, Cloth,

Hair and
Paint Brushes.
All the leading Patent MedicinesIn the market.
full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
bottlo or by

of that her- A

editary position which takes the place of

what he had wealth.

attain to such length of dqrs, and

is

their official income is

From and

Drugs,
Medicines,
Paints

with money than the ambition of a man of
General
Belknap’s mark. The other reamay be wasted, but no amount of cultivason
which
makes the temptations connect
tion will create it. In spite of intempered
with
inadequate
salaries especially opance and exposure, a man who has this

was necessary.

say that

be actuated by the first of these motives, but

measure.
__
0. DOESBURG.
J.

Holland,Mich., July 80,

those

after this

who buy

sets or in large

quantities.

Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
o.

j.Vaarwerk.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

10,
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Something New!

on Wednesday afternoon, aided by replied! “Sire, since I was 50, I have ac- matter of absolutely no moment, and oth- Nathan Kenyon. Banker.
visiting members of the Lodges and En. ted upon two principles:i have shut my ers whose social estimation is determined
HOLLAND, MICH.,
campmcnts of Grand Haven, Saugatuck Bieart and opened my wine cellar." Again, by circumstancesin which money plays Doe* a general Banking, Exchange, and Coland Allegan, and also by the presence (Golombrewski, a Pole, notwithstanding a very small part. The constant presence lection bnilne**. Collection, made on all pointe
in the United State, and Europe. Particular attenof the Hon. Schuyler Colfax. The funeral
of these elements generates a special pub- tion paid to the collection,of Bank, and Banker..
[the hardshipsof eighty years of service as
Remittance, made on day of pSffmqntAll bu.1sermon was preached in the Holland lan- (a common coldier, the fatigues of thirty- lic opinion, which is of great value as t neia entmted to me .hall have prompt attenTHE WELL KNOWN
guage by Rer. IL Uiterwijk, in the 2nd five campaigns under Napoleon, the suffer- safeguardagainst corruption iu the poorer tioa. Intercet allowed on time deposit*, .abject
to cnec*
check ai
at eigai.
eight Foreign wchenge bought
io
uvugui
Reformed
^ ings of the terribleRussian campaign, the members of the particularsociety. A-mau and Mild. Ticket, to and from all polnU
point. ln
In Europe
KENYON.
who
is suddenly introducedinto “admin- jold«a,
Of this place, haa added to hie splendidWooden
effects of five wounds, and the reckless__ the
__________
... irwnp.onu
The lecture on Wednesday evening, by
Pump
Iron Drive Well
Pomp, and wrwij
la rwdy w
to
ness of a soldier’s life, survived, and in istrationcircles” at Washington finds his
—
----------"with ^Itottoofl^Mpe:
aliklud* of Pmapa:
tarBlsb ttl!
an* ewjjb^wtth
the Hon. Schuyler Colfax, was a treat.
social position determined simply by his
[oae. Large Iron Veeeel
1846 was still living at the age of 102.
His fluent language and rapid delivery
Bat, it is to be observed, his father attained expenditure;and as his colleagueshave
enables him to say a great deal in a short
a Steam Fire Engine.
the age of 121, and his grandfather 180. for the most part no otensible means of
Oil. to He'canalao
ont down Drive well Dotation woodtime, and his illustrations of Lincoln’s
on both iron
A well-known literary character, M. providing for their expenditure beyond
BY THE GALLON, Al
der,

P. H. Wilms,

Church.

rvroixu

o«C..

PUMP MANUFACTURER
_

IFTJR/E

Golden Machine

originalitywere very pleasing and' effect-

ive. We have

no doubt but that Mr, Col-

Quersonnieres,was living at fivescore in their salaries, he easily Jumps to the eonthe full possession of all his powers. He ctobion that what they do in the way of

J. 0.

DOESBURG.

fax could keep an audience spell-bound

Holland, July 7, 1875.
said: “My family descend from Methuse- spending money he may dd; and from
twice as long as he did, for his store of
lah ; we must be killed to die; my grand- that the transition Is easy to the further
1 Bwlnea. place on Biter Street, between Tenth
knowledge about the Martyr President and
and Eleventhatveet, Holland, Mich.
inference
that
what
they
do
in
the
way
of
father was killed by accident at 125 years
or
his characteristic peculiarities seem wellmaking
money
be
must
Ao.—fbreign
Eke.
of age, and I,” he added, smiling, “invite
Dissolution Notice.
nigh inexhaustible.We congratulateour
Owing to ill-healthI oftr for tale or to rent the
you to my burial in the next century.”—
JSint
Honae,
la
tho
City
of
Holland.
Fropoaala
Lecture Associationupon having secured
A nice lot of Spring and Summer Shawls,
rTHB underatgnedhave wataillv aimed to
Chrietian at Work.
to exohang* for otbar property will also be enter
Mrived their partnenk
the largest assortmentParasols ever shown tained
such an able speaker, and especially one
He to eettle all aeconnt* wi
- in
in lDU
Dll* Hate
U»U>UI
me For fnrtheOnformatien apply to
this city. Felt aiju
and Silk
of the
who is so universally admired and respectwlD continue the burineas al
If you want some excellent Imported or latest styles are the latest attractionsat D.
ed. Considering the season the audience Domestic Perfumeries, by the measure or ) Bertscl/s Store. These goods are offered
e.
Hollato, Mich., May S5,m
Oet. 15 :875.
was large and certainly appreciative.
bottle, go to J. 0. Doesburg.s Drug Store, cheaper than ever before.
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BLIND

NED.

age, and her beauty strnok raid delighted believe such a story about me? 0,
When Indiana had gone the round of Henry, can you forgive me?” answered
all the English residentsof the city. Anne 1 she cannot really believe it ?”
the ward, with a few kind words to each by their warm pressure. Excess of hapHer rich coloring was a positive feast to
Miss Keith shook her head sorrow- patient, and the reading alond of a piness was almost too much for Indiana
shuck*! Iwlahlwuia’t
the eye, after the sallow cheeks of the folly, but did not speak ; and Indiana, psalm and a prayer to such as could bear
after her long trial : but by degrees she
Agra ladies, and only enhanced the lus- without looking at mm, said, “ Meenah it, she approached the bed of the man of
recovered sufficientlyto be able to learn
BUt
^
*1*** **® *•*’
ter of her glorious dark eyes; bo that in Baee, can you swear to this man as your whom the nurse had spoken, and though
how this happy meeting was brought
I* d*t you, iuht'f Bob? I .fought 1 rooo'niwd
a very short time the whole garrison was husband V’r and the woman unhesitating- rather in dread of what he might say to
your bowin’;
about And first, Col. Willoughby—
I aald I knowed *twa* you, Boon1* I heerd th* Addle at her feet, and aU the civil servants ly answered, “ Yee.”
her, sat down by him, and, gently ex- for he now held that rank— had to pregoin’.
werehopeleaalyinlove. The elder sUOn being farther questionedby Anne, pressingher sympathy in his misfortune, sent to her his friend. Maj. Millingsby,
8ho! dat ain’t rlfht-J*a’I*’ meahow you how to ter was completely thrown in the shade, she related that her husband had been asked if she should read to him. The
who had unwittinglybeen the cause of
she knew it; but she was quite ftee obliged to leave Indore a few days after man, whose eyes had followed her with
their long estrangement.
I feel like7
mi^JUtte talk dlaaftcr- and
from any feeling of jealousy,and de- the marriage, but that she had lived interest ever since she came in, assented
noon.
“After you left Agra,” continued the
Now, don’t you aee
aee that oountert Jea’aleetle bit lighted in the universal admiration that on there till tho birth of her child, when with a readiness and civility that surColonel, “ I went through all the Sikh
too hiKhf
Indiana inspired. Of course, among her father, in ignorance of it all, and of prised the nurse; and as she read on in
Well, nebber inln,->Igueaa you’ll learn to time her
campaign, and then my regiment was
her worshipers there was one that the her change of faith, was anxious to give her sweet, low voice, his groans and restbyap’Hy.
ordered to Gibraltar. After that—
beauty preferred:and, though the spirit her in marriage to one of her own na- less movements graduallyceased, and he
You’* je*’ like all musiclaner* dat lean* to play by
rather unfairly, as we thought though
of coquetry which possessed her ifeii' tion ; and, to escape his importunity, gazed on her still beautifulface with an had it not been for this piece of injus4. *
You ain’t got murio In you, ao you ha* to have it dered her sentimentsdoubtful for a she had fled Agra, and, while making
expressionfrom which all ill-humorand tice, as we considered it, 1 might never
^TOt6
time, she submitted at last to become inquiries reepecting her husband, she suffering had vanished. When she finNow dat ain't ecienoe-why the debbll don’t you
have seen you again— we were ordered
the betrothed of Oapt. Henry Willough- had seen him on parade, and hearing ished one psalm, he begged for another,
play by yeah ?
back to India. This time I saw no serFor dafa de onliea’ kin’ oh mualo flum1 for to heah. by, of her Majesty* One Hundred and
that he was abont to be married, had and when at last she prepared to go, he vice beyond the trifling business of reDo you iuppoee, when David wna a pickin' on de TCnrty-first Regiment of Foot, a gallant oome forward to assert her own claims. said: “Did I not hear them caU vou ducing a refractory Mahratta chief,
officer and excellent man, who was a uniIn answer to all this, Capt Willough- Miss
J
whose fort we took ; and there we found
He ebber^nowedde dlffereooe atwixt a flat an’ versal favorite, and especially approved
by
could give nothing but an emphatic
“ My name is Keith,” she wonderim?- poor Millingsby,who had been prisoner
eharp?
But any time you called for, he could pick It all de of by Sir William. It is true his means denial ; but he owned that appearances ly replied.
for ten years and more, and was believed
same,
were small, ^but then the lady’s fortune were against him ; and Sir William,
“ Can it be that you are the Indiana to be dead by his own people, and so
For David knowed de mualo, 'dough he didn’t know
would amply suffice both; and, as there whom Anne had summoned to the con- Keith whom I knew at Agra some ten
*
had given up all hopes of gettipg free
was no particular reason for delay, In- ference, looked disturbed,and said that years ago ? You have her voice and her
c
Now, what ahaU I begin on ? BomeAn’ Uvely, fa*',
diana consented to the day being fixed it was just as well that Willoughby features ; but you are somewhat changed,
an’ quick?
“ Yes,” said Maj. Millingsby,“ if you
Well, aali, jeg’j^ay attention, an’ I’ll gib you for the marriage.
should have to leave Agra now, before though not so much as I am.”
only knew what the feeling of utter
One morning, as she and her sister the story got abroad. He would cause
“ Yes, I am Indiana Keith, and was hopelessnesswas. I could hardly realYah! yah! young maha’r,don’t you feel Joa'llke
were occupied in looking over a number the affair to be thoroughly sifted,and living at Agra ten* years ago ; but who
you want to pat?
ize that I was free when the fort was
You'll hab to practiceawhile afore you ekaia dat I
of trousseau dresses just arrived from the witnesses sought out whose names are you? I seem now to remember
taken. But go on with your story, WilCalcutta, she was told that a person were appended to the document, and your face, but not your name.”
Dere ain’t nobody ’round die place kin playwld
loughby.”
wished to speak with her, and two native for tho present, anyhow, the engageUncle Ned
“ Have you quite forgottenFleetwood
“ Well, Millingsby,when he had reDey Isn’t got it In delr Angara, ne’dcr in delr women entered the room, the first ment had better be considered as at an
Spurgeon, who was one of the many covered his senses a little, began talking
head;
thickly veiled, the other with her face
you made fools of ? ”
of his wife ; and when I heard her name
Dat Addler Bill dey talk* about— I heered him play uncovered, and carryinga baby of about
Capt. Willoughby,whose pride was
He spoke with an excess of bitterness, and birth, the truth suddenly flashed
a year old To Indiana’s rather hasty deeply wounded at his word being*
An’ I declar’ it Bounded like a fox among do geeee.
and Indiana felt it, and colored as she upon me ; and though it was impossible
inquiry of what they wanted, the fore- doubted, acquiesced, and approached answered, “I remember you now; but
to account for the substitutionof my
A violeenla like an 'ooman ; mighty hard to guide, most answered by removing her veil,
Indiana to bid her farewell ; but his of- you are very much changed. How came name for his, I felt sure that the mistake
An’ mighty hard to keep In order after onoe It*
and displaying features which, though fered hand was rejected ; and haughtily you in this place ? ”
had arisen from the similarity of sound,
Dere’a allua aomeAn ’bout it out ob kelter, more or dark, were strikingly handsome, and bowing, she turned away ; and when
“ When you left Agra, I didn’t care and that you, Indiana, had been equally
leu,
then, approaching the white beauty, that evening the One-hundred-and-what became of me, and soon got into
An' ’taint de fancies’ lookin’ onea dat alluz doea de
deceived with me. Of course I hurried
timidly asked, in broken English, if it thrity-firstleft Agra, in high spirits at trouble, and bad to leave the place ; and
bea'.
home at onoe ; and I will own that my
Dia yer’a a splendidinafuneat— I ’spec’ It cost a was true that the Bebee was going to the prospect of an encounter with the then I went to Calcutta, and so on to first impulse was to meet you with remarry the Soubahdar Willoughby.
heap?
Sikhs, perhaps the saddest heart among Australia, where, after some time, I got
proaches ; but your exclamation as you
You raly ought to let me hab dia Addle for to
Indiana nodded assent, with a smile
Henry Willoughby, some gold. But I soon lost the greater entered the room disarmed me.”
keep—
and a blush, and Meenah Baee continIt ain't no use to you, sah ; for, wldout it’s in de
•w was that he might part by gambling ; and ,so, tired of
All was now joy and happiness at
man,
ued, “ Does the English law allow men fall in battle, and that Indiana might knocking about the world, I came back
Number 25 ; and Meenah Baee, or, as
He kaln't get mualo out de Anea’ Addle in the lan’.
to have two wives?”
then repent her injustice. But he was to the old country, and a warm recep- we ought to call her, Mrs. Millingsby,
It 'quireaa power ob science for to Addle, aah, you
“ Good heavens 1” exclaimed Indiana, disappointed, and passed through all
tion has she given me. The very day I was in a state of ecstasy at her husaee,
angrily, “what does all this nonsense the battles of Moodkee, Ferozebah, and landed I met with this accident ; and,
An* sciencecornea by natur1;dat’e dc way it is wld
band’s return, though most penitent for
mean ?” while her calmer sister answered, Sobraon, without a scratch ; and though unless the pain in my side gets better,
me—
the delusionwhich had caused Col. WilBut Lord ! dat- Bill ! It ’muses me to heah him “Englishmen qan never take a second risking his life on eveiy occasionin the
I don’t suppose I shall ever go out from loughby and Indiana so much misery.
talkin' big
wife till the first is dead.”
most reckless and daring manner, and here.”
You never heerd a bragging' Addler play a jig
Spurgeon’sconfession, although not
“ Then the Bebee mustn’t marry tho performing feats of the most heroic
His
reckless
tone
distressed Indiana, necessary, as it turned out, was satisfacBut BUI, he is a caution, (aah! I wonder now
SoubahdarSahib;” and she handed to bravery, failed in finding the death that and she began to urge on him the neces- tory, as clearing up the mystery of the
whar he
An’ Oder folks I knows of— yes, I wonder wharll the sisters a piece of paper, which In- he desired.
sity of seeing a clergyman, and prepar- story ; and the wretched man, during
. dey be
diana took and opened, and perused
After Willoughby left her father’s ing for his end ; but he interruptedher Jhe brief remainder of his life, was
In hebben, when de music's playin’,an’ de angels
with an angry frown, though, as she fin- house, Indiana still preserved the same by saying, “A parson would dome little
pursed with tender solicitude by her
If Bill should Jine the chorus, dey would hab to put ished it, she laughed, and said, “This stolid composure;her pride was deeply
good ; but there is one thing which I whdse happiness he had so nearly shiphim out.
is some stupid joke meant to frighten hurt at the indignitythat had been of- must confess before I die, and to you wrecked, but who was now, thanks to
Well, good-by, Haha’r Bob, aah ; when you’* nuffln me. Somebody has been making a fool fered her, and yet, with strange incon- only, for it principally concerns your- the guiding of a merciful Providence,
else to do
of you, I fear/’ Then, turning to her sistency, she insisted on Meenah Baee’s self. You remember Willoughby, of after long trials, given back to her faithJea’ sen’ for dia of darkey, an’ he’ll oome an’ play
sister, “Look, Anne; a contract of taking np her abode in the house, and
for you
the One-hundred-and-thirty-flrst.In- ful lover.
An' don't gib up your practisin’—you’* only seben- marriage between Henry Willoughby, showed the greatest kindness toward her
diana’s blush answered, for she
teen,
Captain in her Majesty’s One-hundred- and her child.
An’ maybe when you’* of as me you’ll play de
remained silent, and Spurgeon proThe Dethronementof the Sultan.
and-thirty-firstFoot, and Meenah Baee,
violeen.
Perplexed by her sister’s conduct, ceeded. “
probably thought
—AppUtoiu’ Journal.
daughter of Holkar’s Dewan, with some Anne Keith knew not what to do, or how that the cause
The
important news comes from Turyour quarrel
unreadable name or other, dated two to rouse her from her unnatural calm- was known only to yourself—I mean key that a revolution has broken out in
yean ago at Indora Do' you mean to ness; but this was suddenly ended, for, his previous marriage with Meenah Constantinople,resulting in the deNO. 25 IS OUR SQUIRE.
say,” and she turned fiercely to the woas the troops left Agra, they had to pass Baee — but I knew it all, for it was a plot throning of Abdul Aziz, the Saltan. His
It is a large brick house, with five man, “that you consider yourself mar- by Sir William’s house, and at the sound of my own devising. I was mad with successor, Mohammed Murad Effendi,
windows to the front, and a long balcony, ried to Capt Willoughby ?”
of the drums and fifes Indiana fainted jealousy at Willoughby’s success,and the presumptive heir, son of the last
Meenah Baee answered timidly in the away, and it was some hours before she was meditating in what way I could in- Sultan, Abdul Medjid, succeeds him
full of mignonette and geraniums
throughout the summer. For a long affirmative.A thick doud rested oh recovered her senses, A long illness jure him, when my evil cenius threw iu under the Turkish law of succession,
time nothing was known of its inhabit- Indiana’s brow, as she again examined ensued, and left her so weak that the my way Meenah Baee, who had como to which gives the throne to the oldest
ants beyond ttm information contained the document.
doctors assured Sir William that his only Agra in search of her husband, who was male member of the family of Othman,
“It is his signature,”she said, with chance of saving his child’s life was to captain in the one-hundred-and-thir- sprung from the Imperial harem, which
in the flireotoiy,whew they were registered as Miss Keith and Miss Indiana choking voice. “ Here is a note I had send her bock to England; and, os his ty-firstNative Infantry, bat, as is considered a permanent State instituKeith. Indeed, for ten years Our Square from him yesterday ; it is undoubtedly own health was giving way, he decided I well knew, had been missing tion. Tho late Sultan, who was second
was kept in total ignorance of their his- his writing— signed by a clergyman, the on resigning his appointment, and re- for a year or more, ever since some skir- son of Mahmoud, II., was bom Februatory. By sight we all knew them well, Rev. W. Jones.”
turning with her.
mish or other. His name, Henry Mil- ry 8,, 1830, and is ten years older than
“There is Henry coming,” exclaimed
for frequently, if the weather was fair,
He had not forgotten his promise to lingby, so capable of transformation his successor. He succeeded to the
they were to be seen walking in the Anno, who was looking out of the win- Willoughby, and every inquiry was made, into Willoughby ; the fact of the num- throne June 25, 1861, and at tho outset
of his career promised to be a model
Square garden, and were generally ac- dow.
but in vain. The Rev. Mr. Jones had ber of their regiments being the same
companied by i dark-oomplfixionedbut
“ Wo will have him in hero,” said In- been dead for a year or more; the and a certain similarity between their ruler— for a Turk, He was lavish in
pretty girl, and a Hindu, who, though diana, coliBy, and gave orders to a ser- Dewan, though he had discovered that persons— they were both tall and fair, the announcement of reforms he intenddressed like an Englishwoman,was sup- vant. “You, Meenah Baee, remain his daughter had married an English- and a delusionthat the poor woman had ed making, and made good his promises
posed to be an ayah. The little Leila, veiled till I bid you show yourself.”
man, was either unable or unwilling to got into her head, that Willoughby, for a time by dismissing the corrupt
who must hare been about three or four
Capt. Willoughby entered the room give further information; and the two whom she saw one day on parade, was Minister of Finanoe, reducing the civil
years old when they first came to No. 25, with a look of deep depression on his native witnesseswhose names were ap- really her husband, suggested to me the list, abolishing the seraglio, declaring
never joined in the games of the other face, which at any other time would pended had left their country during practicability of destroying his pros- that he would not indulge in polygamy,
children in the Square, but used to walk have roused Indiana’s tenderest sym- somo troubles, and conld not bo traced; pect* ; and, under pretense of assisting and inaugurating many measures in tfie
with the ladies and the ayah, chattering pathy ; but now, without observing it, and even Anne Keith’s faith in Wil- her search, I procured from her her interests of the public welfare. In order
to avail himself of the benefit of Euroaway in a tongue whi<jh the wondering she bowed in a maimer that at once loughby was beginning to give way, marriage contract, which I destroyed
nurses supposed to be Hindus taneo, and startled and confounded him, and, be- though she still clung to the belief that and substituted in its stead a forged pean civilization he traveled through
which seemed much more familiar to
wproMh her,, said: some fatal mistake had occurred.
deed, imitatingWilloughby’ssignature France, England, and Austria in 1867,
her than English.
“ Capt. Willoughby, you are come at a
Indiana's long illness had destroyed and those of the witnesses, who I ascer- and on his return allowed foreignersto
At church the Misies Keith were most moment when your testimony is wanted. tho freshnessof her beauty, but she still tained were safe out of the way. Mee- hold real estate, establishing public high
regular.; and generally, on a Sunday Have you ever seen that person before?” possessedsufficient charms to attract nah Baee, who could not read English, schools and scientificinstitutions,and
morning, Leila accompaniedthem, with
At her signal Meenah Baee raised her munerous admirers, and one of the most never discovered the forgery ; and after ordered the Supreme court to draw up
the ayah, who seemed to follow her like veil, and Willoughby started slightly, pertinaciouswas a Mr. Spurgeon, who making her promise that she would not a civil code. Among the important poa shadow. In all parochial charity lists as he beheld the beautiful face, and an- had been long devoted to her, and who, betray me to Willoughby, who would, I litical events of his career were the
their names appeared, and the clergy- swered, rather vehemently, for he fan- on Willonghoy’s departure,and, it was told her, never forgive me for destroy- recognitionof the iadependence of Italy,
man was inclined -to ascribe many an cied that Indiana was jealous, “ Never, reported,dismissal, again took the field, ing his prospects of $ rich marriage, I the negotiation of commercial treaties
anonymous donation to their liberality ; that I can remember.”
though with no more success than be- sent her to you, and my plot succeeded with England and France, the suppresand often, on a weekday afternoon,their
“ Would it be inconvenient to yon to fore.
beyond my hopes. Your indignation, sion of rebellionsin Montenegro and
carriage, instead of taking the direction exert your memory a little?” demanded
Sir William had stayed too long in and the regiment’ssudden removal, were Crete, the signing of the treaty deneuof the park, would convey them to the Indiana, in the same cold, hard voice
India, and after leading an invalid life most favorableto me ; and though I was tralizing the Black Sea, and the acknowlworkhouse or hospital, where they were while Meenah Baee, exclaimed, “ It is for a year at Bath and TunbridgeWells, deeply wounded at being a second time edgment of the accession to the Rouma-ever most welcome.
he ! it is my husband I” threw hersftlf at he died, leaving a fortune to his two rejected, it was some comfort to know nian throne of Prince Charles of HohenOf their personal appearance we have his feet, embraced his knees, and kissed daughters, who thereupon established that my hated rival had no better chance zollem. The promises of the earlier
years of his reign, however, were not
liithertosaid nothing. Miss Keith, who the horn of his garment, in her rapture. themselves in Our Square, and led the than myself.
fulfilled. The seraglio was re-estabBlight have been about thirty when she
Poor Capt. Willoughby, thoroughly useful and secluded life that we have
“ Gan this be true ?” gasped Indiana,
lished. Corruptions of every descripcame to live in Our Square, [was RpmH and bewildered by this ebullition of tender- described.Meenah Baee, who, though
who had listened in speechlessastonish- tion crept into his administration. He
insignificant-looking ; but her expres- ness on tho part of a perfect stranger, she had been baptised,was still known
ment. “Surely you could not have squandered the money loaned Turkey
sion was mild and agreeable,and the and by his betrothed'ssadden change of by her former name, and the little Leila
been so cruel ? Poor Henry 1” she murby England to repair the losses occatone of her voice pleasant. Miss In- manner, and also oppressed by the sad accompanied them; and the child was
mured, in a low tone to nerself, “if I
sioned by the Crimean war in the most
diana, who must have been nearly ten news that he had to communicate, could the object of the warmest affection of
had only known the truth I Mr. Spur- reckless profligacy,and has reduced
years younger than her sister, was tall not speak for a while, and his silence both sisters, and more especially of Ingeon, it is a hard matter, but still 1 forTurkey to bankruptcy. The crowning
and slight, and her features were deli- confirmedIndiana in her suspicionsof diana, whose resentment had long since
give you the wrong yon have done me ;
misery of his career has oome in the upcate and beautiful ; but her whole air his guilt At length he replied, “ I can- been extinguished by Anne’s kind and
perhaps you hardly knew how great it
and gunner was Uipt of a person who not recollecthaving ever seen her be- Christian counsels, and who now felt was. Although it is too late to do so rising of the Sola vie Christians against
long-continued misrule and tyranny, arhas passed through a great sorrow ; and fore, and what she has to do with yon only pity for the unfortunate Willoughnow, I should wish to be able to clear
bitrary and onerous taxation, unjust disthe sallownessof Tier complexion rather and me, on my honor I cannotconceive.” by, with an occasional feeling of pride
Oapt. Willoughby’sname of the stain
marred her general effect. Her voice,
“Your conscience should tell you,” when she sawKis name menticnedwith that has rested upon it, and write down criminations, and persecutions of the
said Indiana. “So you persist in dis- praise in the dispatches,and of regret the depositionthatyou have just made. ” most cruel description.
It is as yet somewhat premature to
avowing her?”
at the thought that such brilliant qualiSpurgeon, who, to do him justice,had
speculate
upon the effects that this
ties
should
bo
united
with
so
much
baseBut Henry Willoughby’s patience
never known tho extent of her affection
from Arne’s cheerful, rapid acoents ; and could last no longer, and, without no- ness.
change
will nave upon the relations befor Willoughby, agreed and affixed his
yet, dissimilar as they were, the closest
ticing the last question,he exclaimed,
One day, ten years after the Misees signature to the paper ; and then, with tween the Turks and the great powers.
affection united the two. And now, in- “ What all this means, Indiana, you best Keith’s establishment in Our Square,
trembling limbs, and an agitated look It is safe to assume that it will hardly
stead of letting our readers grope, as we
know ; but I confess it appears to me a Anne was confined to the house with a that surprised the nurses, she left the result in mitigatingthe asperities of the
did, in the dark, we will, without fur- very dull jest, especially under the prescold, and Indiana went alone to the hos- hospital, and hurried home to rejoice Mussulmans to the Christians from a rether preamble,admit them into the ent circumstances.I have sorrow enough pital where they were accustomed to pay her sister with the intelligencethat her ligious point of view. The late Sultan
secret of No. 25, and tell them the story already without your adding to it. You, weekly visits. In one of. tho wards she
had always been distastefulto the orthoconfidence in Willoughby’shonor had
dox
Mussulmans, their hatred of him
as it was told to us nearly twenty years from whom I hoped for comfoit,” he missed a familiar face, and, in answer to
not been misplaced.
•go.
added, with emotion. After a moment her inquiries, was told that the poor sufAs she entered the drawing-room, commencing when he made his EuroAnne and Indiana Keith were the onlv he recoveredhimself, and went on, “ My ferer had died only the day after her last where she knew she should find Miss pean tour, and the Softas, a very powerfor some
children of Sir William Keith, who oc- regiment is just ordered to march, at a visit “ He talked a great deal about Keith, she exclaimed, with breathless ful and fanaticalsect,
cupied a high judicial appointment at moment’s notice, ogamst the Sikhs, and your kindness to him, ma’am,” said the eagerness, “0, Anne, Henry is inno- time been plotting for his abdication
Agra, and had spent the greater part of we start this evening.” , *
nurse, “and was very qaiet and gentle cent ; it was all a wicked—” but stopped and inciting the people to revolution.—
his life in India. Soon after the birth
Indiana cheek jpew pale, but other- to the last Bat the patient who has his short on seeing two strangers engaged Chicago Tribune.
iof Indiana; lady Keith was ordered to wise she gave no sign of emotion, as she bed now is very troublesome. He was iu conversation with her sister and
return to Eogisna, for the sake of her
brought in nearly a week ago, having Meenah Baee. Her bewilderment did
At a recent fancy ball in Paris the
health, wid her two children went with
been run overlay a cab, and was hurt so not at first allow herlto distinguish their Duchess de Mouchy represented “the
her; and wtwn, in a couple of years, she ty is none to me. Bead that”
badly that the surgeon doesn’t think features, but she felt a strange trem- fairy of diamonds,” and was literally
died, they remained there with their f Willoughty read it as desired, and he’ll get over it; and l am. afraid, ma’am, bling as she marked the tall .figure of the covered with precious stones. The
grandmother,tfll her death depriv&L then said, “I never signed this paper.' that he isn’t in aright frame of mind, one who came forward to meet her. No, Princess Troubetzkoi personified the
them of their home, and they went out It is trne I was at Indore about the time for he used dreadfully bad language she could not be mistaken; and in another Poetry of the North, clothed in. *frost
o join their father in India. At that when this marriage is said to have taken when they brought him in, though lately moment her hands were clasped in and icicles, while her daughter bore on
me Indiana was seventeen years of place ; but surely, Indiana, you cannot he has been quieter.’?
Henry Willoughby’s, and her tremulous her shoulderstho wings of a butterfly.
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with downcast eye, like some criminal abont to
meet her fate ! Bee that nervous, diitrustful
look, as she walks along with a slow and unsteady step. The pink has left her cheeks and
the cherry her lips. The once sparkling, dancing eyes are now dull and expressionless.The
once warm, dimpled hands are now thin and
cold. Her beauty has fled. What has wrought
this wondrous change
What is that
which is lurking beneath the surface of
that once lovely form ? Does she realize her
terrible condition ? Is she aware of the woful
appearance she makes? Woman, from her
very nature is subject to a catalogueof diseases
from which man is entirely exempt Many of
these maladies are induced by their own carelessness, or through ignorance of the laws of
her being. Again, many Female Diseases, if
properlytreated, might be arrested in their
course, and thereby prove of short duration.
They should not be left to an experienced physician who does not understand their nature,
and, is, therefore incompetentto treat them.
The importance of attending to Female Diseases in their earliest stages cannot be too
strongly urged. For if neglected, they frequently lead to Oonsumption, Chronic Debility,
and oftentimes to Insanity. In all classes of
Female Diseases, Dr. Pieroe’sFavorite Proscriptionis without a rival. No medicine has
ever surpassed it In "The People’s Common
Sense Medical Adviser,”of which It V. Pierce,
M.D., of Buffalo, N. ¥., is the author and publisher, is an extended treatise on Woman and
heb Diseases.Under this head, the various
affections to which woman is incident are carefully considered,accuratelyportrayed, and
nngge
Everv woman, aasho valuea her life andhealtb,
ndnt
Bhould poeaeM a copy of this valuable book.
If she be difleaaed,tliifl “Adviser” will show
her how ahe may be reetoredto health, and
also direct her how ahe may ward off many
maladies to wkicb she is constantlybeing exposed. Let every Bufferingwoman heed this
timely advice and see herself as others see her.
Price of Adviaer,$1.50 (poet-paid), to any ad-
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Published by SEARS BROS. A OO., Exchange BuildLng, cornerClark and WashingtonStreets, Chicago.Ill

with name,

(laant
free. Sronox A Da. Portland.
d.Ma.

that pale, emaciatedfigure,

aaMMa

SHORT HAND,

W^aE.sSfYSomStt’ rSa°^S.

VX^ELL-TRIED madlctne

In dally mge by fkaalllM and
Intelligent physicianstotha iMtatxtMn
years, and la apoken aff In the > highest
terms by all who have naed It, aa thoea-

MNEMONIC METHOD OF

of

AMTAQOmm^m

EE./L.,a.O. TOHAET’S

AXarAKEHT VISITim.
Caanii fu JfclUu Each card con tains
towirdstha light.
NoUUngUk# them ever DefOreofrereaIn America. Biginducem*nt» to Agtnts. NoriLTr PaiXTivoCo., Ashland. Maaa la

kssstSiSSHL

A CO.. 1(8 K. Kinzle. Send for prioe-Uat

.

has yet
ct been introduced.
Introduced.

MEDICAL ADVICE

At our request Oragin A

UmTKMBY.”
tM

i’TARDS.— 50

WILSON’SPATENT ADJUSTABLECHAIR FOR

233 North Second
\

.

I

nM< a rtiiabU. Ha
t offtn Agtnts iilra-jrdmary
IndacttstaU.’’

U/lllTEn I
» WH I kU l

Dne or two good men In every countyLarge salary to the right
Par.
free. Varixtt MaNur’o Co., ClnclnnaU, O.

tloular*

mea

FORTUNE

can be made without cost or risk.
Combinationforming.Particular*free. Addreaa
BURGES, Manager, Rawlins City, Wyoming.

&

?

The Enemy ot Disease, the Foe of
Pain to Han and Beast,

Q

I G C |J T

78 tvbtcrthfri in on* day. But literary
paper. Only 11.60 a year. Three *10
chromoe free. Muxtoh A Sponblxb,Pubs., Phils., Pa.
f*r month. Igvnts WaatM, Bn.lnre* honorable, lucrative,permanent. Particular*fra*.
Addreaa, A. O. Nattlatou A Oo , Chicago, 1U.

Outfit*

©FUFF r
n

A Momth.- Agents wanted. 30

$350

log article*In the

Addreaa JAY

MUSTANG
LINIMENT,

him. Howto train ;
him. How to tell a tn
tar. A NEW BOOK
to sail

FOOTPRINTS of the AGES, Our
Governmentand History. Goodbpeed’s
rntt Book, Bible and Map House, Chicago.

g

Old

la tha

fluCH I O*

$444

great Interest

to

best sell-

world. One sample free.

BRONSON,

Detroit. Mteb

USSESWfi

$250

IDuitraUi.

&m

as....
3*fK4£.....
p.

Jkf / Tema and
I

o..

to

OITI FIT thFRKEl
OUf

V10KERY Ai
VICKERY

WM. 8TEV1N8, J.

Cnciao, Hi

w

ER WEEK GUARANTEED

OO., Augusta.

Fmit and Jelly

Agents.

“THE VIBRATOR”

American Fruit and Jelly Press Co..
Cincinnati, Ohio.
anted In Ewery Town and County.

This it the famous Threshingmachine (hat b"
“swept the field ’’ and created such a revolutionin t*
trade, by its matchlessGbaik-Bavixo
and Time-8 a v
1X0 principle*.

AKr

l.

Agents

Ohlaago,IR

JETTINE

_

an honeat. morel man, trustworthy,and in truth and
veracity unspotted.His character is without re-

SOLD LAST BEAMON
WITHOUT 0NB FAILURE 0B BEJX0TI0X
1000

proach. M. BONNEY,

1

IQB9$230

Bert Dressingfor Ladles’ Shoes.
8 Anar actioh Gcabantexd.
__________
indnoements— New Seven Got* re
Ladles, ask for It Merchants, Bond for OlBOCLAR. We offer extraordinary
with Rosewood
ORVKL HOLDEN 1 CO.. 187 B. Klaxle8k. Chicago. J|jU|Hy«mM||HraHHbnsaPianos,

dreaa.

It is often remarked by strangers vis- YTOUR own likeness In dl color*, to show oar work,
A paintedon canvaa,6J<x7)4. from a photograph or tin

Save your

with the Home Journal,*160 a year. Sample

of good horaea than any other State in the Union.
Tina, we tell them, ia owing to two principal °ii 3reasons : in the first place we breed from the
TYVCi A
—The choloertIn the world— Importer*’
very beat atock ; and in the second place our
Largeat Company In America—
people use Sheridan' $ Cavalry ConditionPoto- staple
article*-nleaae#
pie
ataple artlcl*i
everybody— Trade continually Intiers, which In our Judgment are of incalcu- creasing—Agents wanted everywhere-beat Indnoeraenta
-don’t waste Um* lend for circular to ROBT WELLS,
lable advantage.
43 VeseYSk,
,ltf. P.O.Box:
P.O- Box 1^87.

KSTviSSJ

Tv&Bt

k“

““

[Out thla oat

and incite*

it

in your letter- O. U.

1

LOSSINC’S

If A HISTORY of the
”thapr**«nttlm».
The

only

CHDOTFfli WAJ\rTNrt>

Pimples on the

THE EH0BK0U8 WASTAGE of

iUoiMUd acoocat of ipproach-

T

log Grand OutnaialOalabruioa.j
FastgrowlD|lDiereaSev*rywher*i ___

_

_____

__

__

With other
_

grain, •0
so

ttylu off Tljieshek,cao be

____

i
UwtUabU

BATED by

this

nor* (tea

ra^i^,atTioo!rc^Tnf

aeU the Patent Eye Cupe to the hundredsof people
with diseased eyes end Impaired eight in your countyAny person can act se our Agent.
To gentlemen or ladles $6 to f 20 a day guaranteed.
Full particularssent free. Write Immediatelyto
to

DR. J. BAXJLi At CO.,

ZDrQxrtzi.'B xpozv.

which are worthless.

No. 91

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment

will

give more relief in oaaes of Chronic Rhenmatism, no matter how severe, than any other article known to medioal men. Used internally
and externally.

VEGETINE. W.LDROWN&GO’S
UMBRELLAS.

Taking Into conilderationthe eharacter of Its vouchera, the history of Ite cures, and the immense increasing
demand,
may be fairly entltied the leading
medicine of the age.
For Scrofula In the blood. Vzoetink ia an infallible QuailJAea marked
remedy,
omedv, and no personneed au
suffer from tumor*,uloera,
and
nd ad
ad diseases arising from Im;
impure blood, if VzoETOnt
is used according
ng todf
todirectkma
ns. There ia not a case of
Scrofulain extatenoethat Vzoi
___ ETINB will not cure, proTided, however,the vital functions
functit
vided,
have not lost tneir
power of action, all that may be said to the contrary not-

Vgormnt

PHILADELPHIA and NEW YORK-—

Shallenberqer’s Pills at one

dollar,

are beyond qaestion the cheapest Ague remedy.

Vegetine
the

will cleanse scrofulafrom

system. Try

it.

*

Pulmonic Syrup, lea Weed
Tonic and Mandrake Pilla^Thdemadlds«a

The

with their name are confidentlyreoom-

FOUTZ’S

They are compoundedof vegetableIngredienta.andconnothing which can be Injurlom to the human oon-

sUtution. Other remedies advertisedaa cure# for Oon*
sumption probablycontain opium, which
dangerous drug in

all

eases,

ia

a

somewhat

and If taken freely by oon-

remptive patient#, it must do great Injury ; (or

Ite

F

a

cure impossible.

A

'ri,e
acre#

a

aettled In
In

Beat French Iturratiffaplni
die nnder-ruooeri, cock* Bead

my

sissrwtoays
Etonea
aU
111

ray

Schenck’a

which act on the

lungs, liver,atomaoh

addressed; *

ite&Tb£Sfl"me^?,'for
mr “W*

without *** ,ab*

tSJ&sSi

,h'’
..
1

con lulled

another

siderable

b*

ndnoln.

ANN,

ELIZA

__

YOUNG.

are pedtd

FOUR SIZES made te l 8, 10 and 11 Hone
Towers. Also a specialtyof
of Srpaiuroag,
Bepai
designed
and madeinrasa
ixpeemly pob steam ptwEi. JT lYiii.
TWO STYLES OF HORSE POWERS, rlu our taproved 14 Trinle Gear," and our “Spar Speed" (Wood*
bury Style), both “ Mountedn on /oar wbeoUIF INTERESTED In Threshing or Grain Raltinr,
aroty toour nearestDealer,or write to ua for Uluatreted Oscular (sent free), giving fbO partlculara
of Slice,

Trt

•

4IvA

AC* Lil9y

CMre

-

\

Nichols, Shepard it Co,,

}

’

BATTLE GREEK, mOH.

pea red, but

•‘pSYCnOMAKCY, or Soul

Chnrw*ing.w

How •illi.r *cs nuy lwclu*lo »u<l gain it>« lov." nd
affvctlono( uiy pereoo th«y cIioom,ImUhtljr.Thla art all can
po«aca«,frea. hy raail.BcvnU:
tocatbcrwith n Lover's Oalte
EgypHaa Oiiria,Dreamafltala
to LtelH, Ac. l.oekSMsdA A
queer hook. Addrcn T. WiLUalW A (XX, Puh'a, pLllwUliAlj.

G.H. U.

"•bl'
NntioV,
who, after conhealing the aore without

until,,fiiuily.the

SELTZE!

my

and lance. I am
wont

to

will al«o mention

that I hava been an acute sufferer

VKLB,

HOW

TO MAKE IT, Bnrintu Ntv, (t
COE,rOBOBddo.,Sl.loaU,Mo.

n^lS® X, pL i Vegetine

bland,

is

Maaa.

fSREST
B*
'

wSSTSl
bia statement I volunteer for the pnrooee of beneiiUngother suffering humanity,and you will confer a favor by giving it
aa much publicity aa thought proper.

pifred

largest commission allowed to
» ter Uxxtrd States.

In

25
asthma.

MONEY

and

At this point I commenced to use

to be und _
to
tumor broke and
this time it di

I

$20

off

and
Cleancra,Gearing, Bhaftine,
, Ihilliea,Hangera.etc., All kinda
1 of 31111Machinery and Millera’

and blood, and

thru correct all morbid secretions, and expel all the diseased matter from the body. These are the only means
by which Consumption can be cured, and aa Sohenck’a
Pulmonic Syrup,Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pill*
are the only medioines which operatei» thkway.ltla
obvious they are (he only genuine cure for Pulmonary
Consumption.Each bottle of thto Invaluablemedicine
I* accompanied by foil directions.Dr. Schenck ia pro*
f eaaionally at hlaprlnolpa], office, ranee Sixth and Arch
Streeta,Phllad^Ula, ave* MandgrtWtere ah letter,
for advice muatllk

ALL GRAIN, TIME

Pleka, Corn HbeUer*

Pulmonic Syrup la warranted not to containa particle of
opium; Itlaoompoaedof powerful but harmless herbs,

Wat

PORTABLE GRINDING MILLS.

d In this

ency ia to confine the morbid matter In the ayttem,
which,of courae, must make

cure or prevfat Diaeaao. ^
Kr Tasi
1

about twenty year*.
l. ^ m.tip* withcondition
breaking
head and
Uc“*f*H>g .corruptionfrom my ear. At this time a

1

KV~Tu

wasting compile*- Aormts be awe House
“Baddies,”’‘Beaten,”
need with; less tha
Boxes, and Joumali;
— -« — — ___ _ _ , „ght running ; no cost*
ly retain; no dust; no"Uttorlnn”tocl(anop: not
troubledby advsree winds,rain or storm
„

MM

January 3, 1875.

tend*

CITY, N. Y.

large saving made by it will not employ into*
rior and wasteful maohinN, but will
on this
improved Thresher doing their work.

Paid Nearly $400.
H. R. Stevens,Eeq.:
Dear Sir— When about six months old I waa vaccinated.
The partieswho were vaccinated from the same virus
oled from the humor. The humorspread over me to such
an extentthat I was rolledin bran to preventtae from

NEW YORK

In the

have undoubtedlyperformed more cure# of Oonaumpttoo
than any other remedj known to the American public.

LIBERTY STREET.

987.)

Do not miss the opportunity of being Ant in the
field. Do not delay. Writ# by first maU. Great Inducementsand large profits offered to any person
who wants a flrst-claae paying buslneoe.

FARMERS and GRAIN RAISERS who

Vzoetire ia ploaaantto the taate,mild in ite influence, and absolutein ite action on disease, aa tha fodewlag unquestionableevidencewill show :

O. Box

(P.

.

HORSE AND CATTLE POWDERS,

withstanding.

Dr. Schanck’s

tain

and restoreyour tight; throwaway

eyes

pour epectaeleol
By reeding our Illustrated
Physiologyand A natomy
0/ the Eyeeight,of 100 pages, tells how to restoreimpaired vision end overworkedeyes: bow to our*
weak, watery, Inflamedend near-rightedeyes, and
all other diseasesof the eyes. Waste no more money
by adjusting huge glasseson your nose and dlflguNIng your face. Book mailed free to any penon.
Send on your address.

mmm

O

face, rough skin,
chapped hands, aaltrheum and all cutaneous
affectionscured, the akin made soft and
amooth, by the use of Juniper Tar Soap. That
made by Caswell, Hazard A Co., New York, ia
the only kind that can be relied on, as there
are many imitations, made from common tar,

Ex-Mayor.

B. B. W. DAVIS, Ex-Mayor.
GEORGE 8. MERRILL. ?. M.
ROBT. H. TEWKSBURY, City Tress.
Reeder, these are a few certificates out of thonaanda we receive, and to the aged we will guarantee
your old and diseased eyes can be made new; yonr
impaired sight, dimness of vision and overworked
eyes can be restored; weak, watery and sore eyes
cured ; the blind may see ; spectacles be discarded,
sight restored, and vision preserved. Spectacle#
and aorgical operation# useless.
Please send your addressto ua, and we wiU send
you our book, A GEM WORTH READING !

A DIAMOND WORTH SEEING.

iting otir State that we show a larger proportion

type, free

P.

La whence Cmr, Maas., Jane 9th, 1878.
We, the underalgned, baring penonaUy known
Dr. Adolph Biornbergfor yean, bellove him to be

!

third more jnice than by the old
prooeia. A household necessity.Every family will bur one. Quart and gallon alzoe. Liberal discount to the trade.
For circularand terms, address,with
stamp,

Week

0P1DB

Press

One-

locality.

to BOO •
and Expensaa, or 1IOO
forfeited.All the new and standardNoveltlea,

a

from the ignorance and prejudice of e too akeptical
but truth la mighty and will prevail,and it
ia only a question of time aa regards thsir general
acceptance and Indorsementby all. I have in my
hands oertlflcates of persons testifyingin unequivocal terms to their merit*.The most prominentphysiciansof my connty reoommend your Kyi Cape,
I am, respectfully. J. A. LTbOYER.
William BeAtlet, M. D„ Balvisa, Kt., writes:
'•Thanks to you /tir the areateetof all inventione.
My sight is fully restored by the um of yoor Patent
Kye Cupe, after bel^g almost entirely blind for
twenty-alx yean.”
Alex. R. Wteth, M. D., Atchisoh,Pa., writes:
"After total blindness of my left eye for four yean,
by paralysisof the optic nerve, to my utter astonishment yonr Patent Eye Cape restored my eyesight
nermencntlyin three minutes.”
Rev. 8. B. FALUNkBUEO,Minister of the II. Z.
Church,writes: “Your Patent Eye Cupe have reetored my sight, for which I em meet tbenkfnltn
the Father of Heroics. By yoor advertisementI
aw at a glanoe that yonr invaluable Eye Cape performed their work perfectly in accordancewith
physloi oglcal lew ; that they literally fed the eyes
that were starring for nutrition. May God greMly
bless you, and may rour name be enshrinedin tha
affectionatememories of multiplied thousandsas
one of tbo benefactors of ycur kind.”
Horace B. Dueant, M. D.. says: f’l sold and
effected future sales libora'ly.The Patent Eye
Cups, they will make money, and make It fast, too}
no ainall, catchpenny affair, but a auperb, number
one, tip-topbuslnoaa,promise#, aa far as 1 can see,
to be life-long.”
Mayor E. O. Ellis wrote ns, November 16th, 1889 :
•• I have tested the Patent Ivory Eye Cupe, and am
satisfiedthey are good. I am pleased with them.
They are certainlythe greaUet inventionof the age."
Hon. Horace Greeley, late Editor of the New
York Tribune^ wrote: “Dr. J. Ball, of ourdty, is
a conscientiousand responsibl*man, who la Inosj*.
hie of intentionaldeception or imposition.’*
Prof. W. MRRRtoi writes t ••Truly I am grateful
to your noble invention.My sight is reetored by
your Patent Eye Cups. May heaven bless and proserve you. I have been using spectacles twenty
years. I am 71 rears old. I do all rnywrltingwithes, an
and I bless the Inventor of the ikfenf
out glasses,
Bye Cup* every time 1 take up my old steel pen.”
. . _ J Bios
Diorxbxro,M. D., physician to Emperor
Adolph
Napoleon,wrote, after having nia right restored by
our Patent Eye Cupe: “ With gratitude to God. end
thankfulness to the inventors.Dr. 7. Ball k Oo., I
hereby reoommend the trial of the Bye Capo (In full
faith) to all and every one that has any impaired
eyesight,believing,as I do, that ainoe the experiment with thla wonderful discovery has proved euooeaaful on me, at my advanced period off Ufa— 98
yean of age-I believethey will restorethe virionto
any Individual if they are property applied.”
public ;

ADOLPH BIOIINBEBG, M. D.
Commonwealth of Maeeaekueette,Beaex. as.
Juno 5th, TS. personallyappeared Adolph Blornborg, made oath to the foregoing certificate, and by
him subscribed and a worm Wore me.

FAMILY

REVOLVERS llE,.:-:; $3:00
.

WANTED

AtENTS

Oculiste:

CES, IMPORTED CATSUPS, FLAVORING EXTRACTS.

LEWIS

READERS.

SPECIAL CALL.

112

MNFRS. OF WARWICKSHIREAND COLUMBIASAU-

cepting that security.

01

I

H5

WEEKS

m.

SFECIAL NOTICE TO

lotion* and Unimenta,will at once be discarded.Keen
In paralysis, epllepay.or flta.and nerroua muscularaffection*, this Plaster, by rallying the nerrouaforce*,haa effected cure* when every other known remedy haa failed.
Price, HA cents. Sold everywhere, bent by mall, carefully wrappedand warranted,on receipt of price,
cents for one. S'.HS for all. or $2. HA for twelve, by
A
Proprietor*. Boston, Maaa.

FLOWERS AND STRAW G000S-SPECIALTY.
DALY, HENROTIN A CO.. 141 and 148 Wabtah-ar.

Ini

oukjTrabeetS

hiengo,

orient of elec-

fNG RAVERS ON WOOD, Etc.
L
BEARS BROS. A CO., 8.W. oor. Clark and Waahlnftoa.

A CO.. 80

For the Next Naif Yaar.
Ttelk!tatek*lar*«4«g*iate^

and Inflammation of the lunga. llrer, kidneyi, spleen,
bowels, bladder, heart and mnsclea,is equal to an army

have added over $1,000,000,000 to their
prop., late proprietor of Wood’a Hotel, SUte-at
public debt since 1872, they are trying BREVOORT HOUSE. 143 and 146 E. Madlaon.On tha
European plan. H. M. Thompaon. proprietor.
to raise $10,000,000 more by pledging
HOUSE— flrat-claaa In vnry particular.Barthe customs revenue of Cuba. British OGDEN
bar A Forrey, prop’ra. Cor. Waahln«ten and Franklin.

Behold

LEDGER LEDGER
For the Next Half Year.

1

V

MOTELS. ----WOOD’S HOTEL, 116 A 118 Flfth-ar.Enoch Wood.

"

,

forth.

CHICAGO

^

for local pains,

HEAVY HARDWARE-WHOLESALE.

bicarbonate of soda
dissolved in an ounce of water is the
latest cure for toothache. Failing that,
have it out.

____

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER,

ENGRAVER. DIE SINKER A MANFR. OF STENCILS.
L BOCJUk m Jt Randolph,
r**-.-*,.

The capacity of the Spaniards for bor- KIMBARK BROS.
rowing is remarkable. Although they —

Half a dram of

CHICAGO

meH

_

which consists of VolteioPlates of Bilrer and Zinc care*
fully attached togetherand imbedded in a Medicated
Porous Plaster, has it appeared poaalble.In thlaoaae,
aa in all others where genius Is at work, aucceas is complete. When the Plasterla placed niton the affected
pert, which pan be done as quickly and conTenlentlj aa
by mere proaI moistureof

yt\ to

L BOOHE,mK.Randolph.
ENGRAVER.SEALS, PRESSES. STEEL AND BRASS
STAMP*. STENCIL TOOLS AND STOCK.
O. H. HANSON. 38 South Clark.

Great Borrowers.

capitalistsmay wisely hesitate before ac-

r

wm *7

to feel It otherrthoaooi
wamth produced,
penetratingaa to atop almost ttnm cd lately the most
excruciatingpain, remove soreneas, lameness, and draw
Inflammation from the longa, User, kidneys, spleen,
bowels, bladder, heart and muscles. X single

ENGRAVER AND DIE SINKER, STENCILS AND STOCK.

-

_

HALF A DOLLAR

forth.

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER,

AWNINGS. TENTS, TWINES AND CORDAGE.
A OO.,

at

of the healing
Ilnl.'Mthe vital
_
ttal park
body, reiteration by maana of alectiicfty
x trie Hr la
la
. _ __ Ifia the laat retort of all phyaioiana and aurgeona, and haa rescuedthousands,apparentlydead, from
an nntlmelymre when no other human agencycould
hare succeeded. The irreatdifficultyhas beentobrinf
it Into a popular,efficient and economicalform, and
nerer until the invention of the

in immense numbers along the Delaware
and Lackawaxen rivers, and have begun AUCTION MART FQR THE SALE OF HORSES, HARtheir work of destruction. The injury
to potatoesthus far, however, is not very NORTHWESTERN TATTER8ALLS, 1 to I Monroo

GILBERT HUBBARD

and reetora.
elementormedlclno

curatlre

|UT*afent,Unotoq

the States last year are already appearing

ably injured. These pests
larger in size than last year, and after a
heavy rain
floating clouds before a
dens as well as farms are infestedwi
them, and it is no uncommon thing to
pick a pint of beetles from a single hill
of potatoes. Farmers have applied almost every known remedy for tneir destruction, but with little nenefit; for as
soon as one army of beetles is destroyed
another takes its plaoeand continues the
work of destruction.Many potatogrowers along the Pennsylvania side of
the Delaware river and along the Lackawaxen, who usually grow large crops,
will this year plant only enough for
their own use."

Ml hy

plasters"

^

AUCTION

beetle which did so much damage to potatoes and other vegetation throughout

HALF A DOLLAR

Am owenloeeoff DI
flatulence*
patteoiTogreatbodily aufl

tom, brings on

TdrrARt’a Seltzer
&
Aperient .r

—

wUl rorrect
acidity,
1
- the
----j, relieve
the pain, carry off the
offending cause, and aave aometiraeaa long spell of 111-

‘u v*”*1
Sold by all DruggistSs S^w0ridei^?nt,S5chtiuff^!mu*b,“d

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

M AfTERI
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NO.E3

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
—
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Saturday^ Jumu 10, 1876.
[UflkUl.]
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TER CHICAGO * NORTH- W18TERN B.

Tdesdit, June
Council

S

FIFIELD A WESTVEER.

0!

on TigM?

Kmbracaa isier one management tbeQreat Trank
Kalliraj Line, of the WMfand VORl-Vm. and I
with ttaitmeroMbranchM
end connection!, forme

^

Ooame& Ooufidl

The Common

PAUL
V

{i,1lu;'yt).

;

-

'

THE CHEAP CASH STORE,

7, 1876.

metU

. '

£

regular

session.

Omaha aid CiuvoairuLurs

Pnaeots Mi|cM Van Landegend, Aid.
Kantera, Matrau, Minderhout, Crop ley, Wyoming. Colorado, Utah, Nerada, Calllormla,
Breynran and the Clerk.
Oregon,china, Japan and Australia.Its
Chioaoo, Mamsom and Sr. Paul
Minutes of the last meeting were read
la the abort line fdr North'em Wisconsin and Vtaand approved.^— w --------nesota, and for Madison. St. Paul, Minneapolis,
pjctTfion.
Duluth and all points ta the gnat Northwest. Its
Of Gee. Metz, ana seventy-four others
WlMOSIA AMD Or. PniB Lm
remonstratingagainst the proposed expenth^ ^rovemont pf

BIT

>

Lm

^

C

We

'

FLOUR, FEED, CORN, OATS, PORK, SALT

and Ceatral Minnesota. Its
v OR*** Baj Axr Mabovsttb Lnrs

ACCOUNTS.

.paiv

Several bills were presented and reCom. on Claims and Accounts.

ferred to

The following Poor bills were presented:
DtrkTe Roller ............................$44 »
G.Perebolte ..... ........................ *00
Mn. Koeljore, boose rent .................... 8 75

Paaiponr Alb Duayqus Lihi

^

.

O. Yen Patten A Co .........................
1100
A. Weetreer... ........ ..................... 1 10
D. Slnlter...
............................4 00
Werkman A
....................
A. Flletetrs .................................
11 00

*00

Pullman Palaoi

Ol/

A

Also, all kinds of

TOBACCO, CIGARS,

RailwayLEAVE CHICAGOa* follows:
following bids for the furnishingand defbr Council Btofl, Omaha and OaUtomia, Two
Throngh
Trains dally, with Pullman Palace Draw
livery of lumber to the City of Holland
ing Boom and Bloeplng Cars through to Council
for the fiscal year 1876:

x.%.

T.V

U"

.*

We

John Boost, pins at ........................$7 80
JW Bi Pm* and mnnemolis,Two Throegh
*' hemlock st .....................679 Trains daily,with Pullman Palace Can attached
PaneU Van Patten M Co, pine at ............$9 75 on both trains.
Fbr 9mn Bn xm* Lab Superior,Two Trains
** “ “ hemlock at ......... 1 80
daily,with Puluaaa Palace Cars attached,and runBy Aid. Breyman,
ning throngh to Marqnette.
fir MUwtukm, Poor Throngh Trains dally, PullRaofad, That the bid of John Roost be
man Cans on sight trains,Parlor Chair Cara on day
and Is hereby accepted.—Carried.
x
Por Sparta aa* Winona and points on flloux
The City Marshal reported having re* City
and St. Panl Railroad and for points in Minceived the following city license.
nesota, One Through Train dally,with Pullman
C. Bloro, retailingliquor.....................
t 5 00 Sleepers to Winona.
For Dubuque,via Freeport, Two Through Traina
C. Blom, runningbilliardtable ..............10 00
John Mcvlcar, retailingliquor ............... 5 00 dally, with Pullman Cara on night trains.
P* Dutmqm and La Orom, via Clinton,Two
Hotel license .................1 00
John Keren retailingliquor ..........
5 00 Throngh Trains dally,with Pullman Canon night
P.
*• ...........
5 00 tnin to McGregor, Iowa,
For Sion CUvand TanJUm and points on Sioux
5 00
W. Van Patten,
..........
BL Paul Railroad, Two Traina
dally. Pullins dally.
A. Lundblad
..........
6 00 City Ai BL
an Can
Can to Missouri Valley Junction.
Ion
H. Koningsberg
..........
5 00 man
Fbr Lab Geneva,Four
daih
r Trains dally.
5 00
M.Fyfi55^ .
..........
For Rockford, Sterling,Kenotha, JanetcilU, and
W. Ten Haagen
........
5 00
A. Konlng* Co.,
...........
5 00 other points, yon can have from two to ten trains
KrulreneaA Bon.
...........
5 00 dally.
New York Office, No. 415 Broadway; Boston OfFoppe Klooster
Foppe
..........
600

“
“ “

not

-

goods for cash and for cash only and
be undersold. We defy competition.
Store, Corner of Eighth and

MANUFACTURERSOF AND DEALERS

IN

State Street; Omaha Office, 253 Farnham
Total
.$7100 Street; San Francisco Office, 121 Montgomery
Street; Chicago Ticket Offices:82 Clark Street,
With receipt from Treasurerof seventy- nnder Sherman Honset corner Canal and Hadlson
Streets; Klnjde8troetDepot,eornerW.RInzteand
one dollars.— Report placed on file.
Canal Streets; Wells Street Depot, corner Wells
City Marshal also reported having made and Klnxte Streets.
For rates or Ikformatkra not attainablefrom
four arrests.—Report placed on file.
yonr home ticket agents, apply to
MARVIN HTJGHTTT,
Justice Poet reported having received to W. H.
Oen.Paae.Ag'LChicago. Gen. Bnp't, Chicago.

SOOTS, SHOES,

A Very

CHR0M08 & FRAMES,
The

Phoenix Hotel is now
the popular resort of most all
city

Mortgage Sale.
Wi

m,

Stott,

mss,
46-8 ly

wld, of the city of Holland, in the County of
OttaWi and State of Michigan,parties of the first
part, to Jonh Garretson, of the city of New Brans
wick, and State of New Jersey, party of the second

. Reoolved,Whereas, accordingto title 19
of the city charter the council have
to appoint a member of the board of assessors instead Of A. M. Ranters who is
eight Hundred and seventythroe, at one o'clock,p.
not a freeholderon Eighth and River street. m. of said day, in Liber “Z" of mortgages, on page
ten; And whereas there is claimed to he doe and
Therefore
unpaid at this date on said mortgage, the snm of
lieooltod.That W. R. Flietstrashall be ap- one htndred and forty-two dollarsand eight cents
pointed as a member of said Board.— dHS-Uffi: and no jnltiHproceedlnp either in law
or ineqnltr having bran commenced to recover
Carried.
the name or aay part thereof;Now therefore noThe Com. of the Whole through their tice Is fctreby given thMon Monday Vu twenty-ninth
day gf HOy, one thousand eight hundred and sevenchairman reported the following:
•ec. 2

the

A

A

F.
; 1

Com.

Groceries,
Crookebt,
Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,

Mortage

m swot

HEAD-QUARTERS

7pA

PEOPLE'S LANTERN.
till',

150BARRELS

of

ATr-

’

c

Holland.

SALT.

-

-

BY

WALSH,

H.

Druggist.

Holland, Mich.
Holland, Mich., Feb.

25, 1875. 2-tf

Meat Market,
Jacot Kuite.
expect to see all our old friends,to come and call
on me, when I will offer them such bargains aawil)
indnee them to purchase their daily rations will
* "

me.

sell cheaper

8T1KKTKK.

ITErW

Russell’s

and no salt or proosedingseither In law, or
equity, havi ng been commenced to rocoves the some,
or any part thereof: Now there/OrnoticeIs hereby
given that on Tmday, the twenty+econdday of
August, onethouaend eight hundred and seventysix, at one o'clock in the afternoon of said day, at
tke front door of 'the County ^eertHeoee, In the
city of Grand Haven in said County of Ottawa and tors, Et.,
Btato of Michigan, that being the place for holding
the CircuitCourt for arid county, (hero will be sold
at public auction or vendne to the highest bidder
Ordere for repairs and parts of
the premises dlscribed In said Mortgage or so much
thereof as mav he necessary to satisfy the amount taken and promptly filled.
due and payable on aald Mortgage, with Interest
Holland, April 20
thereon st theI rate of t«n per cent per annum,
annum,and
all the legal costs
foreclosure
eoets and charges
chargee of such forecl
' (went;
twenty -five
BIG thing the
and sale, and also an attorneytoe of
case
i aarac.
i description of the lands and.

" 1

1876.

'

fhTceruS

one in this City.

wWefTOuatedVnthe

xli

J.

14,

1874.

the
County,

as

.

_
of the

Datid: Holland
<1 May

10th,
Ifith,A.
A.

D.
1). 1878.
187

cyRLE88TORING and MELVIN A. STORING
Howard A McBiidi,

Att'ye for Mortgageet,^

•

A

STEAM

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH .\ND BLINDS,
Or anything in onr line, manufactured on short

notice.

40 2-a

H.

,(

i

W. VERBEEK &

Co.

FLIEMAU, uMiMwianiEW
MANUFACTURER OF

/

AT
J.

M. Reidaema & Son.

FOB SALE!

BOOKBINDING!

whe

HDEjY KILlsT

JACOB KUITE.

FURNITURE SLEIGHS TRUCKS
I '

'

^

etc.,

Also sole Agent for the

SOUTH BEND, IND.

££

Jnst published, a new edition of
Or. CttlvrnreU'i
Celebrated Essay on
the~ radicalcore (without medicine)

ofSpermatornsa or Seminal Weaknesa, Involui_._„
Involuntary
______
Seminal Losses, Impotcncy,
_
Mental and PhysicalIncapacity, Impediments to
Mnrrlngc,etc.; aTsh. Consumption, Epilepsy and
fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance, &c.

&T

______

.

Price, In a aealed envelope, only six cents.

The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay
clearlydemonstrates, from a thirtyyeara’ successful practice, that the alartnlne consequences of
self-abQM may be radicallycured without the dangerous use of internal medicine or the application
of the Wife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain,and effectual,by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his conditionmay
he, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radi

This wagon is the best wagon In are In this State, colly.
pr This Lectnre should ha In the hands of
and the onlv slope-spokedwagon manofao
every yonth and every man in the land.
tured. It Is a better wagon than the JackBent nnder seal, In a plain envelope,to any adson Wagon, and I will sell them Inst as
dreaa, poet-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
cheap, and give a written wananty for one year. Wagons of
i
post stampsown manufacture I will
Address the Publishers,

_ DOLLARS
sell

my

SIXTY

--

HOUSE, STORE and LOT. All

Work

„

0

—

for

-----

Warranted.

E.

Brngnuux & Son.

41 Asa tl, Nsw Tori; Post OfficeBox. 4514.

FOft SALE,

General Blacksralthlngdose with neatneee
friends
I offer fersalaLott, Meek 41, being on the South
sad dispatch.
. that being at
Best
corner
of
Ninth
sad
Marknt
Streets.
City
®f
made arrangeA 8 Acre Fruit Farm contalahig some 800 bearing
* at whose Holland. The bnlMlngs are all new. It is • desgrape vines, 100 Currant boshes; Strawberries;
Indof hulsiness. Terms
can irable location for any 111
Pear*. Apple, Quince. Chestnut, Mulberry,AppriD. TK ROLLER.
J. FLIBMAN.
he left. I have purchaseda new and completeline esif.
Iloi
cot (WertjLhndPeach trees In bearing.
S-tf
eixANr. Mick. March 8.
Holla xn. September 1. 1875.
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.
No money required down inquire or
A. CLOETINGH.
TNVBiY one suited In the line of Cigars st
J- VAN LANDEGEND,
JH)R
a
good
,^0keg‘f,HfJlTTEN
£
MEENG8.
Musk KOOK, Sept 3 1875.
.. 8CHOUTKN A MEENGb.
Holland, April 10‘
Is

said

10-3m

satisfy all

Or Re-Sawing Done.

than any

Light & Heavy Wagons.

Etc.

machines

Mo*t Approved Pattern*;

WE HAVE

Top or Open Buggies,

est.

the

And wc are confident we can
want

46 3H l

oTW

Hamster. Empire State Mower. Triumph Reaper. Gale’s
Horse Rakes. The Dodge
Plow, of Kalamazoo. Buckeye Grain Drills. Cultiva-

In re-building our new shop we have purchased entire new Machinery,

Planing, Matching,

Holland,Feb.

D* vault having been made In the conditions of
Have Opened a Salesroomon Eighth street In the
ittyment of a certain Indenture ofMortgage, bearstore formerly occupiedby Slooter A Higgins,
ing date the twenty-ninth day of April uitha gear
opposite the City Hotel, whsre the Farmers
Lord one thousandeight hundred and sevof (his section of the country are reon ty four. Madaand exacatad by Henry ttameitaad
spectrallyInvited to examine all the
Emma Barnetthis wife of the city of Holland, in the
Improved machinery lately InCounty of Ottawa, and Bute of Michigan,parties
troduced In Agriculture.
of the firstpart, and Charles Storleg.and Melvin A

four

Planing Mill.
Of

Mich., Got. 28. 1875.

.

i

mcEiTix:

Wholesale and Retail

Flonr and Country I will

We deaUlso extensfiily in
PrfXt*ctft •fr
P. A A,

combined Reaper
and Mower. Adams & French

being the best of its class in the market.

ct

Farm Implements. Also Live Geese Feathers.

Sale*

style

Catalogues of Lantern and Slides with directions

I

Meald*" Fairbanks

Each

for using sent on application.
Have a specific influence upon the Liver il
Bowels,and stimulate these organs into such vlp Asy latirprltlagbus can aiki money with a Mario
orous sctlon that the impediments are removea.
Lantern.
Favorablyknown by operating mildly.
They prevent all Irregularitiesoriginating from
iy-Cut out this advertisementfor referimpurities of the Blood.
nece.

Yarns and
where
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of ana
• Oottonades Freeh Meale, and offer them at the lowest prices.

City Clerk.

Ow —

LANTERN. FAMILY LANTERN.

SCHOOL

•‘Shawls,

Council adjourned.

'

Artopticon,

DR. SCHOUTEFS

Blankets,

Atty'i/Or Mortgagee.

«

Stereo- Panopticon,

Feb. 24, 1876.

— SOXiD

and also an attorney fee of twenty-fivedollars,
as provided for in such mortgage,in cue proceed
ings shoold be taken to foreclose the same. The
is the description of the lands and premBoots a Shoes,
jipears in said Mortgage, to-wit: That
A communicationwas received from place or parc«l
of land, In the County of Ottawa
Etc., Etc.
Holland C8ty Lodge No. 192, 1. O. O. F. and Sute of Michigan, more particularly known
We carry the heaviest stock ol goods in the City;
and
described
aa
follows,
via;
Lot
numbered
four
extending an invitation to the Common
in the snh-dlvlslon of lot nnmbered one In Block Buy in large quantities,and sell cheap for cash or
Connell to attend the funeral of John A in the city of Holland, according to the recorded Ready Pay. Staple goods In enormons quantities,
Aling (formerly a member of said body,) maps of said city, and said sob division,in the such as
on Wednesday June?, 1876, at 2 o'clock, office of the Reg! iter of Deeds, OtUwa County,
Flannels,
p. m. at Hope Church.
Holland, March 1, A. D. 1976.
Sheetings,
By Aid. Ranters,
JOHN GARBETSON, Mortgagee.

Howard A MoBridn,

Micro- Scientific Lantern,

Clotheno,

sale

Lanterns,

Adoertim'% Stereopticon,

- A heavy stock *f

instructedto report
recommendingthe appropriation of $500 premises describedin said mortgage or so much
thereof as may be necessary to satisfythe amount
for the opening of fish street as recom- due and payable on Mid mortgage, with interest
mended by Com. on Streets, Roads and thereon and all the legal costs and charges of snch

John A. Roost,

Holland, Mich.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

JUST RECEIVED

ons o'clock In the afternoon of said day,

ic

Being Manufacturersof the

Umvenity Stereopticon,

Stebtee,

[Harrington's Block, Eighth Street.]

Whole 1 am

JUooltedt That the Common Connell attend In a body the funeral of the late Mr.
John Aling, formerly an Alderman of this
city.— Carried.

Photographic Materials.

is

the very best to be found at
any hotel in this city. Success
to the Phoenix hotel.

Dry Goods,

Bridges.
J. W. Minderhout, Chairman.
—Laid upon the table.

considered the best

neatly furnished. His table

BALERS, mimi

D

To the Mtyor and Common Connell of the City of at the front door of the Court House. In the city of
Grand Haven. In said County of Ottawa and State
Holland:

Gentlemen: As chairman of

is

every attenWe are the Headquarters for every thing In the
way of
tion to his guests. Some of
his rooms are being nicely and Stereopticons and Mag-

his

of the

and

this

Stereoscopes & Views,
Lkm UnpltoKotMui SiiitlliTim, !

large stock on Land. proprietor gives

The

ty-six, at

Opp. Metropolitan Hotel.

place to stop at. Certainly the

STINNETT.

Director of the Poor reported Default having been made In the conditions ef
amount dtaembursed, $111.75.—Referred payment of a certain Indentureof Mortgage hearing date the first day of 7ai nary, in the year of oar
to Com. on Poor.
Lord one thousandeight hundredand seventy-three,
made and executed by Aaron A. Brott and Rosetta
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.

591 (Broadway, ]Vew York.
Manufacturer*,Importer*and Dealer* in

McVICAR, Proprietor.

the travelers coming to

EUBBEES, ETC.

will

Streets.

PHCENIX HOTEL
- and
DINING HALL.
J.

fice,No. 5

By Aid. Ranters,

Market

-

.

<3cC.

.V.

..

date for fines collected$10.00 and presented receipt of the Treasurer for said
amount.— Piled.

BIIPES,

offer thebe

trains.

“ “
“
“
“
“
“
M
“ ““
“
“
“ ““

Fancy and Staple

Cam

REPORTS or OOtOOTTSSS.
arena on all throughtrainsof this road.
The Com. on Streets Roads and Bridges This la the only has rnnning these cars between
verbally reperted that the job of Maple Chicago and St. Paul, Chicago and Milwaukee, or
Chicago and Winona.
street was completed, and recommended
AtGmaha our SleerH ooanect with the Overpayment of the same.
lindBleeperaontheMnleePadioBaUrdadtorali
points West
West of the MlssenrlRiver.
reports or cm omcKRs.
Ob the arrivalof the tmlni from the East or
The clerk reported having received the Booth, the trains of the Chlhagd * North-Western

Brown.

full line of

groceries.

™

Chicago and Milwaukis Lari
Is the old Lake Shore Route, and Is the only one
wuslng through Kranston J*ke Forest, Highland
Kirk, Waukegan, Radne, Kenosha to MUwankee.

....

Son«.

u u

offer for sale and will constantly keep on bind a choice stock of

.

old

Horse Shoeing a Speciality.

1875.

Hz

